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SUMMARY 
A compilation is presented of free-spinning model results of 
investigations of the spin and recovery characteristics of 12 flying-
wing and unconventional-type designs. The results were obtained from 
dynamic tests in the Langley 15-foot free-spinning tunnel and in the 
Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel which replaced it. Dimensional 
data, mass data, and three-view drawings of the free-spinning models 
which correspond to each of the 12 airplane designs are presented. The 
model test results presented include the spin and recovery characteristics 
of each model for various combinations of control deflections and for 
various loadings and dimensional configurations. 
The results of the spin-tunnel investigations indicated that the 
effects of control setting and control movement on the spin and spin-
recovery characteristics of the flying-wing and unconventional-type 
models were affected by changes in mass distribution in the same manner 
as for models of conventional configurations. For mass distributed 
chiefly along the fuselage, aileron-with and elevator-up settings were 
conducive of the best recovery; whereas elevator-down and aileron-against 
settings were conducive of the slowest recovery; for mass distributed 
chiefly along the wings, the converse was true. The influence of mass 
distribution on the effect of directional controls was dependent not 
only on the yawing moment produced but also on the accompanying rolling 
moment if the rolling moment was appreciable. Recovery techniques 
required were similar to those of conventional configurations except 
where unconventional-type control surfaces set up unusual moments when 
moved for recovery. The models generally recovered from inverted spins 
as readily as from erect spins and it was indicated that wing-tip 
parachutes are an effective means of terminating spins in an emergency . 
Although the results were not sufficiently extensive for evaluation in 
the form of a design criterion for satisfactory recovery, the data 
presented should help designers of flying -wing and unconventional-type 
airplanes anticipate probable spin and recovery characteristics. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The results of investigations of the spin and recovery characteristics 
of numerous models tested in the Langley 15-foot free-spinning tunnel and 
the Langley 20-foot free - spinning tunnel during the years 1935 to 1946 
have been used to establish empirical criterions for satisfactory spin 
recovery (references 1 and 2) which are generally applicable to airplanes 
having mass distributions typical of this time period and which are 
considered of conventional design (that is, having both horizontal and 
vertical surfaces at the tail end of the airplane). The results of 
several designs which may be generally termed unconventional or flying-
wi ng- type configurations were also available and, because of increased 
interest in unconventional high- speed airplane configurations, it appeared 
desirable to evaluate these available results to determine criterions 
for satisfactory spin recovery similar to those evolved for conventional 
airplanes. Because the flying- wing and unconventional-type designs often 
utilized unusual and different methods of obtaining directional control , 
it was not possible to evaluate their spin-recovery characteristics in 
terms of a vertical - tail design parameter (tail-damping power factor) 
in the manner used for conventional designs (reference 1). Also, because 
of rather limited data available for these configurations, an alternate 
effective parameter could not be developed at this time. Results 
available for 12 designs of unconventional and flying-wing-type config-
urations have been summarized, however, and the more important spin and 
recovery characteristics are presented in this paper. 
The effects of mass distribution and center-of-gravity location 
were determined for many of the models as were the effects of geometric 
modifi cations depigned in an attempt to improve the spin-recovery 
characteristics. The investigations included the determination of the 
effectiveness for spin recovery of several types of controls which are 
peculiar to flying- wing and unconve ntional-type airplanes. 
The spin and recovery characteristics of each model are presented 
for the various control configurations, mass distributions, and 
dimensional configurations tested . Dimensional data, mass data, and a 
three - view drawing of each of the various free-spinning models are 
included. The data presented are intended to help designers of uncon-
ventional and flying-wing-type airplanes anticipate probable spin and 
re covery characteristics . 
SYMBOLS 
b wing span, feet 
s wing area, square feet 
" 
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c 
c 
x/c 
z/c 
m 
p 
~ 
IX' I y , I Z 
IX - Iy 
mb2 
Iy - I Z 
mb2 
'" 
I Z - IX 
-
mb2 
a. 
¢ 
v 
mean aerodynamic chord, inches 
wing local chord, inches 
ratio of distance of center of gravity rearward of 
leading edge of mean aerodynamic chord to mean 
aerodynamic chord; positive when center-of-gravity 
position is rearward of leading edge of c 
3 
ratio of distance between center of gravity and thrust 
line or fuselage reference line to length of mean 
aerodynamic chord; positive when center of gravity 
is below thrust line 
mass of airplane, slugs 
air density, slug per cubic foot 
airplane relative density (m/pSb) 
moments of inertia about X, y, Z body axes, respectively, 
slug-feet2 
inertia yawing-moment parameter 
inertia rolling-moment parameter 
inertia pitching-moment parameter 
angle between thrust line or fuselage reference line 
and vertical, degrees, approximately equal to absolute 
value of angle of attack at plane of symmetry 
angle between span axis and horizontal, degrees; on the 
charts U or D means inboard wing (right wing in a 
right spin ) up or down, respectively, with relation 
to the horizontal 
full-scale true rate of descent, feet per second 
full-scale angular velocity about spin axis, revolutions 
per second 
4 
5 
r 
u 
N 
D 
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deflection of rudder, degrees 
deflection of elevator, degrees 
deflection of ailerons, degrees 
elevator up 
elevator neutral 
elevator down 
rolling-moment coefficient due to control deflection 
(ROlling moment/~V2b~ 
yawing-moment coefficient due to control deflection 
~aWing moment/~v2bS) 
MODELS 
The dimensional and mass characteristics of the airplanes simulated 
by the models are presented in tables I and II, respectively. Three-view 
drawings of the models are presented in figure 1. The models were con-
structed as described in reference 3. Briefly, each model was constructed 
primarily of balsa to be dimensionally similar and was ballasted with 
lead weights to be dynamically similar to the particular airplane it 
represented at a given test altitude. A remote-control mechanism was 
installed in the model to actuate the controls for recovery tests. 
Sufficient moments were exerted on the control surfaces during recovery 
tests to move the controls rapidly to the desired positions without 
regard to the actual forces required to move the controls of the airplane. 
Parachutes used for spin-recovery parachute tests were of the flat circular 
type, made of silk, and had drag coefficients of approximately 0.7 based 
on the surface area of the canopy when spread out flat. 
The lateral and longitudinal controls for some of the models presented 
herein are combined in one pair of control surfaces designated as elevons. 
Longitudinal control is obtained by deflection of the elevons together and 
lateral control is obtained by differential deflection of the elevons. 
In this paper, elevon deflections for longitudinal and lateral control 
'fill be referred to, generally, as elevator and aileron deflections, 
respectively. 
------------ --
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Wind Tunnel and Testing Techniques 
The model tests were performed in the Langley 15-foot free-spinning 
tunnel and in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel which replaced it. 
The operation of the Langley 15-foot free-spinning tunnel is described 
in reference 3 and operation of the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel 
is generally similar. In brief, models are launched with rotation into 
the vertically rising air stream of the tunnel and the airspeed is varied 
by the operator until it equals the rate of descent of the model. The 
model is thus maintained at approximately eye level in the test section. 
With the model spinning freely, observations of its general behavior are 
made, and motion-picture records are obtained. Figure 2 shows a typical 
model spinning in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel. After 
observation of the fully developed spin, recoveries are attempted. The 
turns for recovery are measured from the time the controls are moved to 
the time the spin rotation ceases. 
Spin tests generally are made to determine the spin and recovery 
characteristics of the model for the normal spinning control configuration 
(elevator full up, ailerons neutral, and rudder full with the spin) and 
at various other aileron-elevator combinations including neutral and 
maximum deflections. The control deflections used were measured 
perpendicular to the hinge lines. Recoveries are generally attempted 
by rapid full rudder reversal, although for the investigations presented 
herein, some recoveries were attempted by other control manipulations 
which are specifically noted on the charts. For spins which had rates of 
descent in excess of that which could be readily attained in the tunnel, 
the rate of descent was recorded as greater than the velocity at the time 
the model hit the safety net, as >300. For recovery attempts in which 
the model struck the safety net before recovery could be effected, because 
of the wandering or oscillatory nature of the spin or because of an 
unusually high rate of descent, the number of turns from the time the 
controls were mo ved to the time the model struck the safety net was 
recorded. This number indicates that the model require d more turns to 
recover from the spin than shown, as, for example, >3. A >3-turn recovery, 
however, does not necessarily indicate an improvement over a >7-turn 
recovery. The symbol 00 is used on the charts to indicate that recovery 
required more than 10 turns. For a condition in which the model recovered 
without movement of the controls after having been launched in a spinning 
attitude with the controls set for a spin, the result is recorded on the 
charts as "no spin." 
The recovery characteristics of a model have been considered satis-
factory if recovery from the spin at the normal spinning control configura-
tion (rudder full with, eleva tor full up J and ailerons neutral) re quir'e s 
2 turns or less and if small deviations from this control configuration do 
not cause recovery to exceed 2*. turns. Small deviations are considered to 
be those which allow for a variation in the deflection of any given control 
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setting by a s much as one - third f r om its i ntended position . This crite -
rion for satisfactory spin recovery has been adopted on the basis of full -
scale- airplane spin- recovery data and corresponding model test results 
(reference 4) . The full - scale results available in reference 4 were 
generally for conventional- type airplanes with horizontal tails, but 
unless actual full - scale spins of unconventional or flying- wing type 
airplanes subsequently prove otherwise, it is felt that the criterion for 
satisfactory recovery specified may be generally applicable to all types 
of airplane designs . Unpublished obser vation of airplane motions for 
some of the unconventional and flying -wing--type configurations presented 
herein have indicated that the model results give qualitative agreement, 
at least, with the motions obtained on the airplanes . 
The spin- recovery pa r achute tests we r e performed in the manner 
described in refe r ence 5. I n brief, recoveries were generally attempted 
by parachute action alone , the rudder being maintained with the spin. 
The parachutes were opened by use of a remote-control mechanism . 
PRECISION 
The r esults of the free - spinning- tunnel tests presented are believed 
to be the true values gi ven by the model within the following limits : 
a. , deg . . 
¢, deg . . 
V, percent 
.II, percent 
Turns for recovery : 
From motion- picture r ecords 
From visual estimate . . . . 
All recoveries presented herein were obtained from motion- picture 
records expect where otherwise specifi cally noted on the charts. 
The preceding limits may have been exceeded for certain spins in which 
it was difficult to control the model in the tunnel because of the high 
rate of descent or because of the wandering or oscillatory nature of the 
spin . Comparison between model and airplane spin results (reference 4) 
indicates that spin- tunnel results are not always in complete agreement 
with airplane results . In general, when the model spun at an angle of 
attack less than 450 the corresponding airplane spun at a larger angle 
• 
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of attack, and when the model spun at an angle of attack greater than 
450 , the corresponding airplane spun at a smaller angle of attack. 
Generally, the spin at the lower angle of attack (either model or airplane) 
was associated with the higher rate of descent. The airplane generally 
spun with its inner wing down more than the inner wing of the corresponding 
model . The comparison made in reference 4 for 60 different designs 
indicated that approximately 90 percent of the models satisfactorily 
predicte d full-scale recovery characteristics and that the remaining 10 per-
cent of t he models were of some value in predicting details of the 
full - scale results such as proper recovery technique, aileron effects, and 
the motion in the developed spin . The designs compared in reference 4 
were, in general, for conventional airplanes. 
The accuracy of measuring the weight and mass distribution of the 
models is believed to be Within the following limits: 
Weight, percent . . . . . . 
Center- of- gravity location, percent c 
Moments of inertia, percent 
The controls were set with an accuracy of ±lo. 
TEST CONDITIONS 
The variations of the mass - distribution parameters for the various 
loadings investigated for each model are presented in figure 3. Figure 4 
shows the variations of the control- surface deflections with stick 
positions for the models which combined the longitudinal and lateral 
controls in one control surface . The dimensional modifications tested 
during the investigations summarized in this paper are presented in figure 5. 
Figure 6 shows the original rudders tested on models 1 to 4, these rudders 
are of the drag type and are mounted at the wing tips. The control 
configurations tested on each specific model for each model configuration 
are indicated in charts 1 to 14 with the results. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The erect spin and recovery data for the 12 models summarized herein 
are presented in charts 1 to 12 . Inverted spin data and spin-recovery 
parachute data available for some of the 12 models are presented in 
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charts 13 and 14) respectively . The results of tests with dimensional 
modifications on the various models are listed with their indicated 
effectiveness in table III and in general are presented in the corre-
sponding charts 1 to 12 . 
Erect Spins 
The spin and recovery characteristics of models 1 to 6 (charts 1 
to 6) were found to be in general agreement with references 1 and 6 as 
regards the influence of the mass distribution on the effectiveness of 
the controls during the spin and the recovery . When the mass of the 
models was distributed primarily along the wings) for example) aileron 
settings against the spin (stick left in a right spin) and down-
elevator settings (stick forward) were generally favorable. For these 
control settings) steeper spins with more rapid recoveries were generally 
obtained than were obtained for other control settings. These control 
settings were also conducive of no-spin conditions . For this mass 
distribution) reversal of rudders which primarily gave a yawing moment 
only were ineffective; whereas movement of the elevator down appeared 
to be the most effective method of obtaining recovery. Such control 
movement for recovery is consistent with that indicated for conventional 
airplanes for similar loadings . When the mass of the models was distri-
buted primarily along the fuselage) aileron-with settings and elevator-
up settings were generally most effective in causing steep spins from 
which recovery was most easily obtained. For this mass distribution) 
movement of the rudder against the spin) when the rudder primarily gave 
a yawing moment only) generally appeared to be the most effective method 
of obtaining recovery . These results of control effectiveness are also 
consistent with those indicated for conventional airplanes for similar 
loadings (references 1 and 6) . 
Some exceptions to the general effects of control settings and 
movements on the spin and recovery were obtained) however. When) for 
example) model 6 had its loading distributed mainly along the wings 
(chart 6) full - down elevator and full ailerons against the spin sometimes 
caused a relatively flat spin from which recovery was unsatisfactory. 
For this model and other similar models) combination of the longitudinal 
and lateral controls in a single surface caused unusually large deflections 
of the surfaces when both full elevator and aileron controls were applied . 
When the elevator was full down and the ailerons were full against the 
spin) the inboard control surface (that on the right wing in a right spin) 
had a large downward deflection; whereas the outboard control surface 
was nearly neutral. It is believed that this large downward deflection 
of the inboard control caused unusually large pro- spin yawing moments 
which over came the possible favorable effect of the rolling moment due 
to the aileron- against setting . For loadings for which the mass was 
distributed primarily along the fuselage) control settings of the elevator 
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full up and the ailerons full with the spin tended to be similarly 
detrimental. 
9 
Models 1 to 4 (charts 1 to 4) bad rudders which did not primarily 
provide yawing moments only but also provided appreciable rolling moments. 
The rudders for models 1 to 4 are shown in figure 6. Typical of these 
rudders are those of models 2 and 3, similar models with different 
rudders. The rudder of model 2 is a spoiler-like surface Which on the 
airplane protruded downward and forward through the lower surface of 
the wing; a pitch flap moved upward in conjunction with downward move-
ment of the spoiler surface. On model 3 two split flap-like surfaces, 
one on the upper surface and one on the lower surface of the Wing, were 
both deflected for rudder movement. For both models, the rudders on 
the right wing functioned and those on the left wing remained neutral 
for a right turn. These rudders may generally be termed scoop-type 
and split-type rudders, respectively. 
A comparison of the aerodynamic yawing- and rolling-moment character-
istics of the two general types of rudders (measured on the free-flight-
tunnel balance, described in reference 7) is shown in figure 7. The 
results indicate that, for angles of attack above 340 , setting the rudder 
against the spin (left rudder pedal forward in a right spin) for the 
scoop-type rudder produced a rolling-moment increment in the same direG-
tion as would be obtained by setting the ailerons against the spin 
(left stick in a right spin); whereas for the split-type rudder, a 
rolling-moment increment in the same direction as would be obtained by 
setting the ailerons with the spin was produced. The yawing moments 
contributed by both types of rudders were approximately the same. The 
results are consistent with those indicated in reference 6 for conven-
tional deSigns with loadings with the mass distributed primarily along 
the wings in that rolling moments caused by aileron-against settings 
were favorable and rolling moments caused by aileron-with settings were 
unfavorable to spin recovery. Thus for wing-heavy loadings, the scoop-
type rudders when moved against the spin gave favorable rolling moments 
for spin recovery and the split-type rudders when move d against the spin 
produced unfavorable rolling moments. Conversely, it was indicated that 
maintaining the split-type rudders with the spin was favorable for spin 
recovery; whereas maintaining the scoop-type rudders with the spin was 
unfavorable. As is further indicated in reference 6, for loadings in 
which the mass is distributed primarily along the fuselage, aileron-with 
settings are favorable. It appears probable that, for designs with the 
loading primarily along the fuselage, scoop-type rudders when set against 
the spin would have produced unfavorable rolling moments for spin recovery; 
whereas split-type rudders would have produced favorable rolling moments . 
Models 5 and 6 had rudder control surfaces that primarily provided 
a yawing moment only. Model 5 had dual rudders and model 6 was tested 
both with single and dual rudders. For models 5 and 6 (charts 5 and 6), 
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when the mass distribution was primarily along the fuselage) rudder 
reversal was generally effective in producing recovery; whereas for 
model 6) rudder reversal was ineffective in producing recovery when the 
mass distribution was primarily along the wings. These results are in 
accord with the results of reference 1 for conventional airplane designs. 
Thus rudders which primarily provided yawing moment only appear to be 
similarly effective in producing recovery for airplanes of the flying-
wing type as for airplanes of conventional designs) depending primarily 
on mass distribution. It has been noted for one model (model 6) that 
single or dual vertical tails appeared equally as effective provided they 
had equivalent vertical- tail volume (reference 8). 
Model 7 ha d a delta- wing plan form and a loading for which the weight 
was very heavily distributed along the fuselage. The results of an 
ext ensive investigation on model 7 (reference 9) indicate that spins may 
not be obtained for values of the inertia yawi ng-moment param-
e t e r 0x - Iy/mb~ between approximately -450 X 10- 4 to -750 X 10- 4 and that 
f lat spins will generally be obtained for larger or smaller values of the 
inertia yawing- moment parameter. Reversal of the rudder was generally 
i neffective in stopping the spin rotation except when sufficiently large 
dua l vertical tails and rudders were used (reference 9). These large 
verti cal tails are shown in figure 5 and the results are noted in table III. 
Movement of the ailerons with the spin) however) was generally effec-
tive for terminating the spin rotation. This effect is in agreement 
wi th the results obtained during an extensive investigation on a swept-
wi ng model having a horizontal tail. This model was teste d at fuselage 
hea vy mass distrlbutions (reference 10) beyond the mass range of refer-
ences 1 and 6 . For all loading conditions tested on model 7 after spin 
rotation had ceased, the model tended to glide at a flat attitude (very 
high angle of attack) deoreasing its angle of attack relatively slowly 
except when the elevator was full down . 
Model 8 had a sweptforward wing and generally tended to spin flat 
wi th a wide radius, very slow -rotation) and large oscillations in rOll') 
pitch) and yaw (chart 8). Rudder reversal generally stopped the rotation 
but the model tended to glide at very large angles of attack above the 
sta ll and the oscillations continued after the rotation ceased. When the 
e l evator was reversed to full down following rudder rever.sal, however, 
the model tended to dive after the spin rotation ceased. Unpublished 
ful l - scale results on this design indicated that accurately timed move-
me nt of the stick forward during the os cillations was required to regain 
unstalled flight. The results of an extensive investigation of modifica-
tions to this design and a brief comparison with flying-wing types with 
sweptback wings indicate that major mo~ifications would be needed to 
improve the characteristics of this design and that in this instance the 
sweptforward wing appeared to cause the unsatisfactory trim character-
istics. Installation of a large horizontal tail and increa sed 
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vertical-tail length made the model's trim and spin characteristics 
satisfactory. The results with the horizontal tail installed are noted 
in table III and the modification is shown in figure 5. 
Models 9 and 10 were similar designs having approximately circular 
plan form, dual vertical tails mounted on the upper surface of the wing, 
and horizontal surfaces with control surfaces extending from the nearly 
circular plan form for longitudinal and lateral control. The spin and 
recovery characteristics of model 9 (chart 9) were not appreciably 
affected by changes in mass distribution for the range of values of 
inertia yawing-moment parameter tested (Ix - Iy~mb2 from -208 X 10-4 to 
590 X 10-4). Increasing the relative density for model 9, however, had 
an adverse effect upon spin recovery. The results for the largest 
relative density for model 9 and the results for model 10 (chart 10) 
which were for a similarly large relative density, indicated poor recovery 
characteristics. Satisfactory spin recoveries were obtained for model 9 
by a special technique for which the leading edges of the horizonta l 
surfaces were moved down and the stick was held back and moved against 
the spin (left in a right spin) while the rudder was reversed. Satis-
factory recoveries were obtained on model 10 only with the installation of 
modifications and followi ng a recovery t e chni que in which the stick was 
held full back and moved against the spin while the rudder was reversed, 
a technique similar to that used for mode l 9. The satisfactory modi-
fications used for model 10 were a supplementary vertical tail (supple-
mentary tail 2, fig. 5(g)) behind the trailing edge, a large semispan 
spoi ler (spoiler no. 4, fig. 5(g)) beneath the outer wing in a spin 
(left wing in a right spin), or two large vertical fins (vertical fin 7, 
fig. 5 (g)) mounted on the horizontal control surfaces. 
Models 11 and 12 were tail-first or canard- t ype designs. The spin-
ning characteristics of these models (charts 11 and 12) were not affected 
by small variations in mass distribution or by small movements of the 
center of gravity. After r ecovery from the spin, mode l 11 trimmed at 
a high angle of attack (approx. 800 ) even when the elevator was set to 
simulate a stick position of full forward. Modifications which caused 
model 11 to trim in a normal flight attitude after the spinning rotation 
had been stopped were the addition of large fillets or drooping enlarged 
ailerons 220. Prior to spin tests, model 12 was designed so that it 
woul d not trim at high angles of attack by installing a large elevator with 
increased deflections over those of model 11, and by installing large wing-
tip trimmers. The configuration for model 12 with these changes is shown 
in figure 1(2). Satisfactory spin recoveries in which the model recovered 
in a dive were obtained for model 12 by application of full rudder 
reversal when the elevator was set to simulate a stick position of full 
forward. 
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Inverted Spins 
Inverted spin and recovery characteristics were available for 10 of 
the 12 models presented herein. These results are presented in chart 13. 
A brief analysis of the results based on reference 11, a summary of 
inverted spin results, is presented. 
When the ailerons were set with the spin, for the fully developed 
inverted spins presented, the ailerons were set to simulate a stick 
position to the pilot's left when spinning to the pilot's right with the 
rudder to the pilot's right (controls crossed). When the ailerons were 
set against the inverted spin, the controls were together. Elevator-up 
simulated stick forward and elevator-down simulated stick back. In 
chart 13, the angle of wing tilt is given as up or down relative to the 
ground. 
Model 1 would spin inverted only when the ailerons were neutral or 
with the spin. Recoveries from these spins were generally unsatisfactory. 
The inverted spin results were generally similar to those for erect spins. 
This is probably an indication that exposed area which tended to damp 
the rotation was approximately the same for both erect and inverted 
spins. 
Model 2 would spin inverted only when the ailerons were with the 
spin with the stick neutral or forward longitudinally. The inverted 
spin characteristics were considered somewhat improved over the erect 
spin characteristics in that spins were obtained for fewer control 
settings (that is, more no-spin conditions were obtained). 
Model 4 would generally not spin inverted when the rudders were set 
with the spin (right rudder pedal forward in an inverted spin to the 
pilot's right); whereas it did spin erect. Model 4, however, would spin 
inverted, when the rudders were set against the spin (data not presented). 
Model 5 would spin inverted for most control configurations; recovery 
by rudder reversal was, however, satisfactory. These results are somewhat 
better than those obtained erect, probably because more vertical fin and 
rudder area were unshielded in the inverted spin than in the erect spin. 
Model 6 would spin inverted only with ailerons and rudder with the 
spin. Satisfactory recoveries were obtained by neutralizing all of the 
controls. 
Model 7 would spin inverted for a loading condition for which it would 
not spin erect. The model spun inverted, however, only when the ailerons 
were against the spin and the stick was neutral or forward longitudinally. 
The rud der of this model was above the wing and shielded in erect spins, 
whereas it was relatively unshielded in inverted spins. Thus for this 
• 
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design it appears that in an erect attitude the rudder which was shielded 
did not supply sufficient pro-spin yawing moment to cause the model to 
rotate; whereas in an inverted attitude the pro-spin yawing moment of 
the unshielded rudder was apparently sufficient to cause the model to 
spin. Satisfactory recovery by rapid rudder reversal was obtained and 
it appears that, on a corresponding airplane, neutralization of the stick 
laterally and longitudinally also would be desirable. 
Model 8 would generally not spin inverted but tended to become erect 
and, as in the case of erect spins, tended to remain at a flat erect 
attitude. The vertical fin and rudder of this. design, which had a 
relatively large aspect ratio and was mounted well above the fuselage 
center line, was unshielded in the inverted attitudes and may have 
contributed a rolling moment which caused the model to roll erect following 
launching into the tunnel inverted. 
Model 10 had inverted spins which were similar to the erect spins, 
recoveries from which were unsatisfactory. 
Models 11 and 12 would spin inverted generally when the ailerons were 
neutral or with the spin. Reversal of the rudder caused the spinning 
rotation to stop quickly for both models. Model 11 remained in an 
inverted stalled attitude after the rotation had ceased, for all elevator 
settings. Model 12, however, dived into a normal flight attitude when 
the elevator was set to cause a nose- down pitching moment from the inverted 
attitude. These results are similar to those for erect spins. 
The results of the inverted spin tests of the various models are 
in ge·neral accord with inverted spin and recovery results for conventional 
designs as indicated in reference 11, in that rearward movement of the 
stick, and aileron-against settings generally tended to be beneficial. 
Spin-Recovery Parachutes 
The results of investigations made to determine the effect of spin-
recovery parachutes were available for six of the models. The results 
(chart 14) indicate that, in general, parachutes attached to the outer 
wing tip in a spin (left wing in a right spin) will generally cause 
satisfactory spin recovery by parachute action alone for emergency 
purposes. The primary disadvantage of wing-tip spin-recovery parachutes 
is the danger of opening the parachute on the inboard wing tip (right tip 
in a right spin) rather than the outboard wing tip. Under such circum-
stances, the spin may be flattened and recovery made impossible. The 
results of tests for conventional designs (reference 12) and for one model 
reported herein indicated that use of parachutes on both wing tips when 
opened simultaneously required parachutes of approximately twice the 
diameter of a single wing-tip parachute used only on the outer wing tip. 
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Opening two parachutes simultaneously has the advantage of eliminating 
the danger of opening the wrong wing-tip parachute. The experimental 
results indicated that a towline length equal to approximately the 
semispan of the wing should be used. 
Model 8 was tested only with a parachute attached to the tail cone 
for which satisfactory recoveries were obtained. On model 10 a single 
wing-tip parachute, required for satisfactory recovery, was excessively 
large but satisfactory recoveries were obtained by simultaneously 
opening moderate sized tail and wing- tip parachutes. The tail parachute 
was mounted on the arresting gear mast shown in figure 8 . 
Reference 12 presents a method whereby the size wing-tip parachute 
required for satisfactory spin recovery may be calculated. As is indicated 
in reference 12, calculations by this method correlate satisfactorily with 
experimental data for flying-wing-type configurations. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the spin and recovery characteristics of models of 12 
flying-wing and unconventional-type designs investigated in the Langley 
l5-foot free - spinning tunnel and the Langley 20-foot free-spinning 
tunnel , the following conclusions are made. 
1. The effect of aileron and elevator control settings on spin and 
recovery characteristics was generally dependent upon mass distribution 
in the same manner as for conventional configurations: that is, for mass 
distributed chiefly along the fuselage, aileron-with and elevator-up 
settings were conducive of the best recovery, whereas elevator-down and 
aileron-against settings were conducive of the slowest recovery; for mass 
distributed chiefly along the wings, the converse was true. The influence 
of mass distribution on the effect of directional controls was dependent 
not only on the yawing moment produced but also on the accompanying 
rolling moment if the rolling moment was appreciable. 
2. Re covery from inverted spins generally was obtained as readily a s 
from erect spins. It appears that the most rapid recoveries from inverte d 
spins would have been obtained by movement of the stick back longitudinally 
and against the spin laterally and of the rudder against the spin. 
3. A single wing-tip parachute on the outer wing tip in a spin 
generally was an effective spin-recovery device for emergency recovery 
of unconventional and. flying-wing-type designs. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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Model 
Model Bcale 
OYer-all le ... gtb, ft 
Wing: 
Span, rt 
A.rell , aq ft 
Aspect ratio 
Root chOrd, In. 
T1p chord, In. 
Taper Ttl-tiC 
M.A.C., (E). In . 
L.E. C l'earvard 
L.E. root chord 
Tv1at , deg 
~dralJ deg 
Sveepl6ck, deg 
Airfoil 
seCtiOD, root 
Autoll 
BeCtiOD, tip 
orhont&l tall: 
Span, percent b/2 
"rea, 8Q tt 
jLonsitudinal control: 
AreA, sq rt 
D18tance to c.g., 
ftb 
ertical tall: 
Area, aq rt 
trudders : 
TABIE I.- DIMENStONIU. CRA.RA.C'l'ERISTICS OF MODEU; TESTED 
[Model values arC! presented 1n terms of correaponcUng airplane va.luesJ 
1/16 l/ro 1/57.33 1/16 1/17.54 l/ro l/ro 
23.,s I 17.78 50.90 14.25 36.44 1 ro.45 41.37 
40.59 00.00 172 .00 39.00 
309 . 32 490.0 402fJ.0 293 ·31 
5· 33 7.36 7·36 5.19 
148.48 157 .00 450 .00 141.65 
24.80 39.00 112.00 35.92 
0.161 0 .248 0 .249 0 .253 
103.04 109. 80 315.00 102.33 
53 .28 69.70 =.00 49 .30 
3·0 
Tip -43 .0 
Center 8 .0 
4.0 
2 .0 
4.0 
2.0 1.0 
29 . 3!El1 21.9 c/4 25.8 !Ell 27 .8 !.Ell 
38 .67 
3.01 
116.00 
0.600 
151_0 
35 c/4 
CVA 
NAeA NACA NACA NACA 4-(00) 
66,2-018 65,3-019 65 , 3-019 66,2-018 - (12)( 40) 
NACA MACA !'lACA NACA 
66,2Jt-012 65,3-01865,3-018 66,2-018 
None None None Nooo 
--do-_ - - do-- --40-- --do- -
-(1.1)(1.0) 
CVA 
4-(00) 
-(12)(40) 
-(1.1)(1.0) 
NODe 
--40- -
Elevons Elevons Elevons ElevOM Elevons 
36.06 31.85 213.36 32 .67 54.40 
5.76 4.55 16 .85 
31.82 o 37.15 122.'-0 
26 .83 29.42 
= .00 375·0 
3.60 2 · 31 
123.00 305 .80 
4.28 
0.420 
93.68 ro3 .89 
62.48 101.91 
38.1 c/4 60 !Ell 
liACA 0010-61 
(fWMDlU UJ NACA 
~~r~~::) 65(06)-006.5 
---do---
Rone Nooo 
--do-- --do--
Elevons Elevons 
16.98 33·30 
10.53 
20.10 6, .00 
356.0 
8 .ro 
116 .40 
44.00 
0 .316 
-30 .00 
2.0 
MCA 
23018 
RACA 
23012 
None 
__ do __ 
EleVAtor 
36.31 
5·42 
1/16 
23-33 
421.5 
1.27 
280 .16 
238.00 
10·5 
o c/4 
MCA 
0016 
MCA 
0016 
64 .90 
46 .0 
Elevon!! 
25.00 
10.42 
28.30 
10 
1/16 
28.13 
23.33 
42'7.0 
1.21 
280.16 
238 .00 
10 .02 
o c/4 
MCA 
0016 
RACA 
0016 
80 .35 
48.0 
Elevon!! 
11.45 
28.42 
Friee D",. Orag Drag Conventional C~nventiona.l Conventiona.l. Convention'll Conventional Conventions. 
Area , sq rt 
D1st. to c.g., 
ftb 
):.s.teral control : 
22 .05 
c21 .68 c 32 .00 ~ . 10 
5.65 15 .15 9.33 
Ele vons Elevons Elevons Elevonod Elevons Elevons 
Span, percent b/2 5b .bb 
Area, sq rt 36.06 
~itI\UIII control 
deflect1ons: 
R1gbt 5r, deg upe 
Right ~,deg dovne 
Lert til" deg dovne 
90 
90 
20 
30 
20 
30 
15 
aAll movable elevator. 
33.07 "".00 58 . 30 
31.85 273_36 32.67 
60 25R 
60 25 L 
60 25R 
60 25L 
20 10.5, ~l 30 
11 20 
" 
15 10.5, "10 15 
13 15 ~10.5, hlO 15 
bn18tances lI\II!68ured res.rvard to midpOint or control binge line. 
dtlevon b&.lancer s vere used 1n conJunction vi th elevon, deflections :t20° 
(1~0 up al'd 420 dovn rev18cd) . 
enet'lectlons meaoured trom chord plane and perpend1cular to hinge line . 
'Deflection or pitch nap .... hich llI.oved up 1n conJunct1on v lth dovnvard 
movement or drag rudder. 
8orlg1oal deflect10ns 
~e ... 1sed deflectiona. 
16.98 
30 
30 
30 
30 
20 
10 
15 
15 
13 . 40 
11.86 12·31 15 .00 12.53 
Elevons Convent1onal Elevons Elevons 
12.15 52.85 .< .90 80 .35 
33 ·30 31.60 
30 R 2, R lOR 25 R 
30L 25 L 30L 25 L 
lOR 25 R 
30L 25L 
30 -----;:5 - --,;;--
20 15 15 
15 30 10 
15 15 30 10 
11 12 
1/16 1/16.95 
27.40 29.,s 
40.57 
191.0 ro8.3 
7·91 
92.00 
35.,50 33 ·55 
0.386 
67.71 
57 ·0 61.08 
.0 to -0.25 3.0 to, -0·5 
28.5 c/4 
C-w 
6500-0015 
C-w 
6500-0015 
44.60 
15 .56 
EleVAtor 
15.56 
15.73 
4.5 
28.8 c/4 
C-w 
6500-0015 
C-w 
6500-0015 
55.20 
21.52 
levatorS 
18.62 
27 .80 
Convent10nal jeonventloral 
7.92 
Conventional ConventionaJ 
38.01 39.11 
13.20 15.16 
30 R 40R 
30 L 11L 
11R 
-----
40L 
30--+--60- -
15 60 
20 38 
14 1/2 1 
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Center- ot-
gravity 
location 
Weight Loading (lbs) 
xle z/e 
A 10,194 0.128 -0 .003 
B 10 ,194 .128 -. 003 
C 10,194 .128 -. 003 
D 10,194 .128 -.003 
E 10 ,194 .128 - .003 
F 10 ,194 .188 -. 003 
G 10,194 .078 -.003 
H 9,755 .179 -.023 
A 6,526 0.290 - 0.040 
B 6,526 .290 -.040 
C 6 526 .290 -.040 
D 6, 768 . 290 -.040 
E 6,694 .240 -.040 
F 6 675 · 320 -.040 
G 6,538 .350 -.040 
H 6,914 .250 -.040 
A 155,000 0 .275 -0.014 
B 155,000 .275 -. 014 
C 155,000 ·333 - .014 
D 155,000 ·391 -. 014 
E 155,000 .200 -. 014 
A 4642 0.251 0.049 
B 4642 .383 .049 
C 4,642 .184 .01;9 
D 13,291 .268 .011 
E 9,000 .268 .011 
A 14,517 0.167 0.004 
B 14 485 .240 . 003 
C 11;,485 .163 . 003 
A 6,815 0.199 0 .035 
B 6,260 .178 .038 
C 5,820 .159 .041 
D 6 , 815 .199 .035 
TABLE II. - MASS CHARACTERISTICS OF MODELS TESTED 
[Model values are presented in terms of full - Bcale values] 
Relative Moments of inertia 
airplane ( slug_feet2) Mass parameters density, ~ 
Sea Test IX Iy I z 
IX - Iy Iy - IZ IZ - IX 
level altitude ---;;;'i;2 ---;;;'i;2 ---;;;'i;2 
Modell 
10 · 59 12.62 9,313 6, 834 15, 635 48 x 10-4 - 169 x 10-4 121 x 10- 4 
10 · 59 12 . 62 7,264 6,834 13,586 8 - 129 121 
10.59 12 . 62 ll,828 6, 834 18,150 96 -217 121 
10.59 12 . 62 9 , 313 5,604 14, 405 71 - 169 98 
10·59 12 . 62 9, 313 9 , 226 18,027 2 -169 167 
10 .59 12.62 9,313 6, 834 15,635 48 - 169 121 
10·59 12 . 62 9, 313 6, 834 15,635 48 - 169 121 
10.14 12.01 8, 417 12,417 20,667 -80 - 165 245 
Model 2 
2 ·91 4. 62 19,138 2,274 21 , 298 231 x 10-4 - 260 x 10- 4 29 x 10- 4 
2.91 4.62 22 , 951 2,274 25,lll 283 - 312 29 
2 ·91 4.62 19 ,138 1,999 21 , 023 235 -261 26 
3 ·01 4.78 19,132 2, 967 21,997 214 -251 37 
2.98 4.73 19,132 2,679 21,709 221 -254 33 
2 .96 4.71 19 132 2059 21 089 229 -255 26 
2 .91 4.62 19,132 1,729 20,758 238 -260 22 
3.08 4.89 19,131 2,919 21,949 210 -246 36 
Model 3 
2 ·93 5 ·50 3,380,000 433,500 3,769, 000 207 x 10- 4 -234 x 10-4 27 x 10- 4 
2 ·93 5 ·50 3,380,000 563,550 3,899,050 198 -234 36 
2 .93 5.50 3,380,000 433,500 3,769,000 207 - 234 27 
2·93 5 ·50 3,380,000 433,500 3,769,000 207 -234 27 
2.93 5 ·50 3,380,000 433,500 3,769,000 207 -234 27 
Model 4 
5·29 8.42 6,074 1,030 7,102 230 x 10- 4 -280 x 10- 1; 50 x 10-1. 
5 ·29 8.42 6,074 1,030 7,102 230 -280 50 
5·29 8.42 6,071; 1, 030 7,102 230 - 280 50 
15.18 24.14 19,151 1 , 925 20,902 270 -297 27 
10 .29 16.36 9,590 1,520 11,120 189 -226 37 
Model 5 
9.89 15·72 13,250 22,943 35,021 -11;4 x 10- 4 - 179 x 10-4 323 x 10- 4 
9.87 15.68 13,338 23,618 35,994 -153 - 184 337 
9.87 15.68 13,338 17,449 29,825 -61 -181; 21;5 
Model 6 
16 ·59 23 . 36 3,910 2,749 6,531; 76 x 10- 1 -249 x 10-4 173 x 10- 4 
15 ·23 24.21 3, 050 2,694 5,616 25 - 208 183 
14 .18 22 . 51; 2,360 2,640 4,821 -22 -168 190 
16 .59 23.36 2,381 3,787 6,01;1 -92 - 148 240 
17 
Remarks 
Loading primarlly 
a1oru; vin.o:s 
Do. 
Do . 
Do . 
Do . 
Do. 
Do. 
Loading primarlly 
along fuselage 
Loading primarily 
along vings 
Do . 
Do. 
Do . 
Do . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Loadi og pr imar lly 
along viogB 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Loa..fo~ ei~1ly 
Do . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Loading primarily 
along fuselage 
Do . 
Do . 
Loading primar1ly 
along vings 
Do. 
Load1og pr imar 1ly 
along fuaelage 
Do 
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TABlE II. - MASS CHARACTERISTICS OF MODElS TESTED - Concluded 
Center- of- Relative Moments of i~rt1a gravity a1rplane Mass parameters 
location density, ~ (slug-feet ) We1ght Loading (lbs) Remarks 
x/c z/e Sea Test IX Iy IZ IX - Iy Iy - IZ IZ - IX level altitude ~ ---;;;b2 ---;;;b2 
Model 7 
A 11,648 0.240 0 .014 13.80 21.93 3,989 27 , 619 29,557 -754 X 10- 4 -62 X 10- 4 816 X 10- 4 Loading primarily along fuselage 
B 11,598 .241 .002 18.10 28.79 4,713 27,078 30,560 -1192 - 186 1378 Do. 
Model 8 
A 3,846 0.140 -0.052 2.61 4.13 5,084 .4,369 9,365 21 X 10- 4 - 144 X 10- 4 123 X 10- 4 Loadi ng primarily 
alo"" vi""s 
B 3,507 .120 -.035 2.38 3 ·79 4,789 4,275 9,096 16 -152 136 Do. 
C 3,890 .140 -. 052 2 .65 4.20 4,060 4,369 8, 340 -9 -115 124 Loadi ng primar1ly along fuseLage 
0 4,004 .140 -. 052 2 ·71 4.30 5,941 4, 369 10,222 43 - 161 ll8 Loading primarily along w1ngs 
E 3,846 .190 - .052 2 .61 4.13 5,084 3,844 8, 840 36 -144 108 Dc. 
F 3,846 .090 - .052 2.61- 4.13 5,084 4;864 9, 860 6 -144 138 Do. 
G 7,886 .140 - .010 5·35 8 · 51 5, 664 4,738 10,204 13 -77 64 Dc . 
H 7,547 .120 - .023 5 ·11 8 .13 5, 384 4,655 9, 930 10 -77 67 Do. 
I 7,886 .090 -. 010 5.35 8 .51 5,664 5, 738 11,203 - 1 -77 78 
Model 9 
A 4,615 0.225 0.006 6 .05 8 .19 8, 090 4,915 12,780 405 X 10- 4 - 1006 X 10- 4 601 X 10-4 Load1ng primarily alQng viJ'gs 
B 5,287 .225 .006 6.92 9.36 0,193 4,915 14,883 590 -1115 525 Dc. 
C 4,615 .225 .006 6 .05 8 .19 4,126 5,750 9,651 -208 -500 708 Loading primar1ly along fuselage 
0 4,615 .250 .006 6 .05 8.19 4,126 5,750 9,651 -208 -500 708 Do. 
E 4,615 .200 .006 6 .05 8 .19 4,126 5,750 9, 651 -208 -500 708 Dc. 
F 6,283 .225 .006 8.24 ll .16 8,053 4,765 12,056 309 -686 377 Loading primarily along winge 
G 6,947 .225 .006 9 .09 12 · 30 0,122 4,765 14,243 456 -807 351 Do. 
H 7,320 .225 .006 9 .58 12 .96 8,053 10,578 17, 527 -204 -563 767 Loading primar1ly along fuselage 
I H,890 .218 .017 15 · 59 21.11 7,178 6,900 23 , 571 511 -803 281 Loading pr1marily along wings 
Model 10 
A 16,850 0 .263 0 .005 22.1 35 ·1 ~8,296 15,367 33,703 103 X 10- 4 - 646 X 10- 4 543 x 10-4 Lo~~= ~;;:rilY 
Model 11 
A 3,241 0 .120 0 .182 6 .07 8 .22 1,409 4,062 5, 041 -197 x 10- 4 -72 x 10- 4 269 x 10-4 Loading primarily 
along fuselage 
B 3,241 .120 .182 6 .07 8 .22 1,973 4,062 5, 605 -155 -114 269 Do . 
C 3,241 .120 .182 6 .07 8 .22 1,409 3,453 4,432 -151 -73 224 Do. 
0 3,241 . J.20 . 182 6 .07 8.22 1,409 5,687 6, 666 -317 -72 389 Do. 
E 3,241 .220 .182 6 .07 8.22 1,409 4,062 5, 041 - 197 -72 269 Do . 
F 3,241 .070 .182 6 .07 8.22 1 , 409 4,062 5, 041 - 197 -72 269 Do. 
G 3,241 a.08 .182 6 .07 8 .22 1, 409 4,062 5,041 - 197 -72 269 Do . 
H 3,241 a.37 .182 6.07 8 .22 1,409 4,062 5,041 - 197 -72 269 Dc. 
Model 12 
A 7,717 o .llE -0 .019 11·52 15 .61 4,120 10,896 14,712 -168 x 10- 4 -95 x 10- 4 263 x 10-4 LOaCUng prl.marll.y along fuselage 
B 7,906 .099 - .008 ll .80 15 ·99 6,592 11,916 17,184 -ll4 - 116 230 Do . 
C 7,851 . 109 - .008 11.72 15.88 5, 657 8,717 11<.,270 -68 - 123 191 Do. 
0 7,8ll .ol,.€ -. 012 11.66 15 .80 5,063 12 , 672 17,718 -186 -124 310 Dc. 
E 7,835 . 202 -. 016 11 .70 15 .84 4,542 9,860 11<.,255 -130 -107 237 Dc. 
""Forward of 1ead1ng edge of M. A.C . 
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VJlLE II!. - MODIFICATIONS TESTED ON MODElS 
-------,---------------------~M~O~di~fi~c-a~t~io-n--~~e~to~---------------------------,----~E7ff~e-c~t-o-n--s-pi~n----r.M~odi~f~i~c-a-- -r-=Da-t~a---, 
Modl:fica- f-------------cr-----------------..-------------------.-----------------i and recovery tiOD sbovn presented 
tiOD Wing Wing- tip rudders Vertical fln Other part characteristics in f igure 1n chart 
A 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
B 
J 
K 
L 
M 
A 
A 
B 
c 
A 
B 
C 
20-percent 
semispan slats 
35- percent 
8emispe.n slats 
4o-percent 
semisp8.n slats 
25-percent 
Split rudder 
semiapan slate ---------------------
60-percent 
semiapan slats 
25-percent 
sem1spaD aux-
iliary airfoil 
25-percent 
semispan slats ---------------------
25-percent 
sem1Sp8D slats 
25-percent 
semispan elate 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral; 
25- percent Area B added to 
eemispan elate trailing edge of viDf 
25- percent Area C added, doubli~ 
eem,1epan slats chord of rudders 
Modell 
Model 2 
,----------, 
Horizontal area 
Model 4 
Vertical fina removed 
I Sur ace made movable 
art ot 5O- percent-
chord line 
Surface made movable 
aft or 50- percent-
chord line plus 
area A 
Surface made movable 
a:tt of 5O-percent-
chord line 
Equivalent propeller 
fin area added 
Detri.me ntal 
Slightly dotr_ntal 
Detrimental 
----- --__ __ do ________ _ 
Ineffective 
Slightly detr_ntal 
Ineffective 
Detrimental 
Slightly detrimental 
Detrimental 
Beneficial 
Very beneficial 
Beneficial 
Saae'W'bat beneficiu 
25- percent A~:S; ~::dm~:~ to ________________ _ _ 
semiepan elats trail1ng edge of v1ng 
Beneficial 
Area D added and 
25-percent binge line moved to ___ _______ __ __ ___ _ 
sem1span slats trailing edge of vina 
Area F added Neutral 
Fins moved outboard, 
area E added, surface 
made movable aft ot 
5O- percent-chord line 
Fins moved outboard; 
Very benetic1a.l 
Beneficial 
Neutral area E added; area G --- ------ - ---- ----- Beneficial 
55. 4- perce nt 
aemiapan slate 
Wing fillets 
added 
used &s rudders 
Model 5 
l'Iodol 6 
Single vertical. tail 
moved rearvard 
1 .7 inches 
Dual vertical tail.s 
added vi th 8ame tail 
volume as original 
single vertical tail 
Dual vertical ta tIs 
moved rearvard 
1.0 incb to have same 
tail volume as mod. A 
Slightly detrimental 
Ineffective tor loading 
--------------- ----- A, beneficial for 
loading D 
Ineftective tor loading 
----------- --------- A, ineffective tor 
loading D 
Ineffective for loading 
A, beneficial for 
loading D 
--'- --~ 
Model 7 
Dual vertical tails 
large dual vertical 
tails 
Detrimental 
Iceffective 
Beneficial 
5(a ) 
5(b) 
5(b) 
5(b) 
5(b) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
5(c) 
l(e) 
5(d) 
5( d) 
5(d) 
l(g) 
leg) 
5(e) 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
Not 
presented 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
Not 
presented 
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TABLE III. - MODIFICATIONS TESTED ON MODELS _ Concluded 
Modification lDIlde to MO~~!Cal----W-i-ng------r---W-ing--_-t-i-p-~---de-r-s---r----v-e-r-t-ica--l--fi-n----,-----O-t-be-r--~-t-----1 Effect on spin and recovery 
characteristics 
A 
B 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
K 
L 
M 
o 
p 
Q 
R 
T 
u 
V 
W 
x 
z 
A' 
B 
D 
E 
F 
o 
H 
Model 8 
Spoilers Slightly beneficial 
II~::;~ to Sa ---------------------- Ineffective 
Spoiler 1 
Spoiler 2 
Spoiler 3 
Longi tudinal 
fence 1 
Longi tudi nal 
Moved rearvard Large horizontal tall 
added ~4~l:~~im condition 
Hodel. 10 
Ventral tin 1 Ineffective 
Ventral rin 2 
-----------00--------
Vertical fin 1 -----------00-- _____ _ 
Vertical fin 2 -- -- - - --- - -do--- - - ---
Vertical :tin 3 ------------________ _ -----------do---- ____ _ 
Vertical rin 4 
------------- -------- -----------00---------
Vertlca.l tin 5 ------------- - .----- -----------40--------
Vertical fin b --- ------------ ------ ___________ 40 _______ _ 
Vertical tin 2 _ __ ___________ _ ___ __ - -- -- __ ---- do--- ------
- ---- -- --- ---- -- --- -- - -- -- -- -- --do-- -------
--- --------do-----__ _ 
-- - -- -- ----do---- ___ _ 
fenceB 1 and 2 --------------- ------- -----------do---------
Longi tudinal _______________ ______ _ 
Vertical fin 5 ------ -----do--- __ __ _ 
fences 1 and. 2 
Elevon spoilers 
SlolOted elevon; 
Blats 1 
Slotted elevon; 
slats 2 
Spoiler 5 
Spoiler 6 
Spoiler 7 
Vertical fin 'j 
---------- -do---------
-------- ___ do ________ -
--------- ------------ -------____ do _______ _ 
Vertical fin 7 ; 
doraal f1n 1 
Vertical fin 7; 
dorsal fin 2 
------ - --------------- Supplementary tail 1 
- -- - __ _____ do ________ _ 
------_____ d O ____ -----
Very slightly 
benefic1al 
--- ________ do ________ _ 
___________ do ________ _ 
- - - --- - ____ 0.0 ___ -- ---_ 
Spoiler 7 ---------------------- Vertical fin 2 --- ---__ __ _ do _______ _ 
Spoiler 4 
Ailerons 
drooped 220 
A.i~eron chord 
and area dou_ 
ble i a1lerons 
drooped 220 
l1n A 
!'1n B 
Spoilers 
---------------
---------------------- Supplementary tail 2 Beneficial 
--------------- -- ----- ---------------------- --- ------ ---- -- -- ---- -------____ do ___ -- --- -
Vertical fin 7; rear-
------------------ ---- ward portion 11lOvable 
as rudder 
Model 11 
---- _______ do ___ -- - ---
Ineffective 
Slightly beneficial 
-------- -------------- ---------------------- -- ------------- ------ in improving trim 
Fins and rudder JlOVed 
to wing tip 
Fin C 
Fin D 
condition 
Ineffective 
Slightly beneficial 
in improving tr1.m 
condition 
Ineffecti ve 
Ineffective 
Ine.ffective 
Ineffective 
Modifica- Dat~ 
tion shown presented 
in figure 1 n chart 
5( r ) 
5( g) 
5( g ) 
5( g) 
5( g) 
5( g) 
5(g) 
5(g) 
5( g) 
5( g) 
5(g) 
5(g) 
5( g) 
5( g) 
5( g) 
5(g) 
5( g) 
5(g) 
5( g j 
5(g) 
5(g) 
5(g) 
5(g) 
5( g ) 
5( g) 
5( g) 
5(g) 
5(g) 
5(h) 
5( h) 
5(h) 
5(h) 
8 
8 
Not 
presented 
Not 
presented 
Do. 
Do. 
Do . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
'r 
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Ailerons 
Elevators 
Q, deg 
~. deg 
n rp. 
v !po 
Turns 
fer 
recovery 
Ailerons 
Slavators 
~ 
~ 
Turn. 
for 
recovery 
Ailerons 
jElevator-.. 
Jlnevons 
iEl.f..tor. 
~ 
~ 
Turns 
r~~_8ry 
illerOO3 
!levators 
a, deg 
fl. deg 
rp. 
V !po 
TanIo 
t or 
'Nc OV9t"Y 
CIiAR'I' 1.- SPnl DATA OBTAIN!:[) iVITH L(l)SL 1 
[Unle9s othernse indica.ted, stead,y-sp1n data are for rudder-wi th api.na of the model in the clean condition 
and recoveries were attempted by rapi d tull ruddor reversal. right eroot spins] 
Loading A Loading B Loading C 
Against Neutral W1th Against ~leutra1 nth Againot Neutral 
U 11 D U 11 11 D D U 11 D U II D U U 11 11 D U 11 D U 11 D U N N 
(.) .) (a) (Ill (b) (.) (a) (.) (a (0) (b) (be) (d) (bd) 
J6 82 39 - "9 76 "6 -- 81 -- 61, - 77 38 -- - 79 50 67 --
N 12i) II r--m - 1lD" 2D II 0 Wl - 11 0 )D - N II N - 2D 8D -- -- N 0 lD lU --
0 0 . 92 o. ~ o~ 0 0.7< 0.5! 0 ol~ ~o ~ 0 &51- 0 0 . )5 0. 56 0. 40 --- ~ - ~ 0. 61 - 0. 72 --- 0.76 ----r---- -
220 . 133 221. 173 . ~ . 162 205 - . • 136 ~ . 165 s -160 02 - - . 140 215 165 --t p p p ~ p p r--=-' p p p 1 1! i ~ 1 i 1 l~ i i i IJ. n 6 1! n n 
" 
n n 6 n 2 n 
-- 5 1 
--I 1 n 1! 2 1t I. 4 2 2 2 2 
Loading 0 Loading g Loading F 
Agairult Neutral With Against Neutral With AGainst Neutr&l. 
U N D U N D U N D U 11 D U N D U N 0 U N 0 U N 0 
I (o £1. tl 
64 54 80 53 - 40 73 83 62 - 7J 82 51 / - - - 83 59 74 67 
N N lD 0 1I N lD 5D 100 0 0 20 - 0 lD 8D -- - -- 10 -.1!l lD 20 
D 
N 
0 
. 
p 
i 
n 
0 0 1 . 04 0.,," 0 0 0. 79 0.57 
-
0. ,4 0.72 1.00 0"7 - 0. 71 0. 89 0.47 - - - 0. 64 o~ 0.6L 0.,i6 
• s 13) 205 • • 151 162 -- 231 162 13) 202 180 H3 162 187 -- - - 122 16&153 162 
P P P P 2~ I 3 1 1 1 1 ~ 1~ n n --- --- n n - -- - - - J ~Jt 5 --- - - - -- -2 
With 
U N D 
0) 
~6 51 -
C 5D 
-
0.6L o.~ -
160 198 
-
5 It 
With 
U N 0 
l.itl 
80 59 
---
20 
-.l!l. --
0. 72 o.~ 
-
153 178 
--
- - -
Lollding 0 Loading A, naps dcnm &Jo Load.1nc A, la.ndJ.nc Load1.nc: A, land1nc cOIXiit1on gear extend.ed 
Ag&i.nst Neutral W1th Against neutral. With Against Neutral 'Kith Against Neutral With 
U N D U II D U N D U N D U N 
(e / (c 
65 80 38 75 49 
- -- - t= 
N l U lD lD N N 10 5D - -- - N .- N 
0 0. 39 0 0 0. 49 0 0 0. 6L 0. 88 0. 74 
- -- -- --
• 162 12S 21S . • 155 169 - -- -- ~ 1= s p p p p 
1 
--- ---- ---
1 1 
-- --
1 
-
1 
n n n ---,- - n n 
Loading A - lIOdiI1catlon A - right ruider 6t:f J 
lett rudder 0° 
Against Neutral 1I1th Against 
U N D U U II D U N D U N D 
(a) (a) 
~--- 69 65 71 78 67 -- 81 
II 11r- II lU lD 0 0 lD II N - 0 
0 or--- 0 0 0 
r---
0.55 0. 6L o.n 0. 78 0.58 - 0.56 
· Im • • 136 • 184 162 162 IS8 162 • 134 p pr- p p p 3 1 i 00 i e_ J 4 4 . 1 1 ~ --n n n 2 n n 
~e~a:!=to:a~~~~h. 
cSteep spin, high rate of descent . ~o types of spin. 
~del went into steep rapid .spin llft.er rudder reveraal . 
fWandering spin. 
D U N D U N D U N D U N D U N D U 11 D U N D 
b b 
175 - - I--li ~ t=- - ~4 41 -
11 0 
-
-N N 1--2. N N N~ t=- - N N N N N N 4D 6D -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0...!!.81:::: O.T< -- - 0j2..r o~ t-=- . 62 
• 156 - -. ~I~ • • • 58 - • s • • • • 169 lli.l:.::. p p p p p p p p p p p ~ } ! 1 -- - _1 1 __ 1 1 ~ 1-- - - 1 1 1 1 1 i ~ n n n n n n n n n n n 2 2 
Losding H toat11ne H, rudder-neutral spins 
Neutral " lth Agair .. t Neutral nth 
U N D U , N D U N D U N D U N D 
(bt) (t) (f) (b) (e) (e) (e (b 
45 -- - 81 - - 67 - 71 -- -
6D 
- -
lD 
--
N -- lD 11 II - 4u 
0 0 0 
0. 24 
- - O.~ - - . --- 0. 47 -- 0. 43 - -s s 
1 
200 ~ 
--
lSB 
-- p 218 172 P p - 18" - --
~ 1 1 1 >~ -- n --- _. n n -- -- --- ---- --
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CHART 2. - SPIN DATA OBl'AINED WI TB MODEL 2 
Wnleas otberviae indicated, eteady- epln data are tor rudd.er-vit~ apina of the model 1n clean 
condition and recoveriea vere attempted by rapid tull rudder reveraal; right erect spi n! 
;--1 ----'---1 --Load1n8 A load ing A 
'T"\ldder controle neutral 
Neutral A1lerantl 
1/2 
Against 
Against Neutral 
Elevators U 0 
o)(b) (b) NON N 1'/2D (e) (b)(e) (b)( D N U U N I D (e) (b)(e (b)(e (e) (e) U I N U N o N D (e) (e) . )(b) 
Q. , deg 
¢, deS - - --
~. t--=--~ 
~r-=--~~ 
I "" 
Turn.o 
for 
recovery 
f-----
et,e~ 
f--'----=-
• o 
. 
P 
I 
n 
~ 1",3734 , 2127,20 g 
8 3u ,4n 2U , lD 30 ,20 8 
P 0 .21 0 . 37 0 . 38 p 
! \88 220 204 ! 
H2o 
Load1n8 A 
rudder controls agalnst the spin 
All.erooe Against With 
load1ng D 
Allerot\8 Against Neutral With 
g 33 ,26 38 ~9,~1 39,32" .. ~ 
B 1U,2O U, 2D 10, 20 1U / lD 2U,lD 
0.37 0 . 31 0 . 3~ 1 0 . 35: 0 · 39 
201 176 163 179 188 
. 2~,~ : . I _ 
1 dr>3~ I',. I 1',. 1 
: I : 
• p 
I I 
o 0 
P 
1 
n 
~ ~ 
'1~ 
P --
I 
• o 
30,4D 30,2D 
0 .~3~ -- _ 
213 ~ 
i eo I 1 1- - _ .l-I ---L_~_~-r-!...... _L- _ ~ _ .L--l_-L_-I 
Load1n8 B 
_ +-___ ~r--Lo--ad-1n8~C~---~ 
Againet Neutral With Ag. 1nat Neutr al With 
Load1n8 E Load1n8 F 
Agains t Neutral With Agains t Neutral With 
Elevators DON D U R (e) (e) I (e) 
URDDUR D U ND 
(e) (e) (b) (be) (j ) (e) ~) (e) f~..!.:!. U R DU N nU NDUR I----+:=-( e-=-) + -4-4-,(",e)'-I-,(",e )'-I_ ---1c;(_e )'-1---'( e) (e) (e) 
a., d@g ~, 36 ~ n 51 , 41 43 , 35 - 3 , 45 5:> , 38 lt6,3 38~~ ~ 
¢, de. ~~ °l~~ _ U 3D 3U , ~D lU~~ 
n, %"JIs 0 .20 s s 0.22 0 .28 0.35 0 .29 0 . 32 0 . )2 0 . " s 
v, (PI 
Turno 
fo r 
recovery 
All@rona 
E1@vators 
191 ~ ~ 176 19~ 201 160 176 188 213 ~ 
2
1J.
2 
nOll. 4.!. 2 3/4 • • _ n 
4 ' 2 2 1/2 
Load1n8 G 
Against Neutral With 
UN DU N D U RID 
(0 (e) (e) J) (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) 
Againat 
o 
(e) 
" ~. ~ 51,40 <3 ,27 
o B!£. 0 40,0 3U,lD 
; ~; ; 0.39 0.51 
I ~ I I 185 182 
>7 
Load1n8 H 
N@utra1 
U 
(e) 
N 
(e) 
With 
N 
(e) 
~~ ~ ~ ~ ~6,40 ~ ,2163.5156,4 49,3 
~~ ~ ~-,3D 3U,lD 4O,~D 2U,_ 0 
~~: _; o~: 0 . 32 0.29 0 . 3 o~~ 
~~ I ~ i 185 160 166 
D 
(e) 
1 lIn 11 n f., 1 2.1 2 _ r ~r 2' ~ ~ ~ 
Against 
Loading A - Modification A 
R@utral I 
D U 
tel (e) 
Vlth 
N 
(e) 
D 
(el 
n, rps 
¢ deg 
6,22 "I N ~3 , 33 38, 1 
U. lll 0 0 2U ~ 
::1.33 8 a 0.27 j 
2091 ~ ~ 1_..:':::9.:.7 __ 
~ 49,41 3,3' 40 , 2," 38, 3 ~ 
10 U,2D 2U,2O 2D 
• 0.35 0.39 1 0 . ~5 0 . 1 • 
~ l76i 195 i 195 20 ~ 
N 49 , 3 1,2 ) 441 59,48 ''7,3840,30 
o l2IJ6j 1020 &r ii 20,3D lD 1D 
• 0 .2 0.33 0·~3 0.32 0 .33 0 . 35 
~ 18 201 207 163 176 185 ~ 
for 
_ recoveM 
Loading A - Mocl.1f1catlon B 
A11@rona Against Neutral With 
aRadiU8 of spin too grut to p@rm1t testing comp1ett:l.y . 
~i~~~f s;~~· r&ng@ of va1u@s or averag@ value given. 
dVlsual estimate . 
~ecovery attempted by IIIOvement or elevators to dovn . 
f Recovery attempted by neutrali zation of rudder controle. 
Sosc1llatory in pitch . 
bWandering spin . 
>5 n d,~ ! • 
Load1ng A - Modif1cation C 
Against N@utral With 
lin 
2'2 
1 
2 
Loadi~ A - Mod1ticatlon D 
Aga1.nat 
U 
(e) 
46,23 
W,2D 
0· 32 
220 
R@utra1 With 
U N DUN D 
(e) (e) (e) (e) (el 
ia.9,34 8,21 N 42,30 49,31 kO,26 
4U ,2O 7U,3D 0 ",20 10 ~,lD 
0 .22 0.43 • 0.10 0 .18 o . ,,~ 
207 207 ~ 220 192 lBE 
1,~ 
l Steep , vander 1ng and osc1llatory "Pin. 
JVlolentl,y oscillatory in pitoh . Amplitude of oscillation increased unt1l IDOdd pitched inverted and then stepped spinning . 
Ir ' 
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CRAR'l' 3 . - SPIN DATA OBTAINED \oIITH MODEL 3 
Wnl!iBB othervise ind i cated, steady- spin data a re , or rudder_vith spine ot the model in the c lean 
conditio n and recoveries vere a.ttempted by rap1d t"ull rudder reverssl; right erec t sptna] 
Lc&d1.ng A, rudders aga.1no t spin Loading A, rudder neutral. spins Loading A 
Ailerons Agllina t I Neutral. W1th Against Neutral. W1th Ag&tnB t Neutral. Wi th 
Elevatora (!) 
I D U • D U N D U • D U N D U N D U B D U • D U • D ( eI» (ae) (d) (g ) (bd) (bd) Cds) 
a., des 
- - --- ---
36 2& 25 
- --
"" 
32 28 
"" 
---
- ~ , .. g -~:- • • - --- - 3U 3U ~ N • N • --- ---- 0 0 l.D • • • • • • "" --- • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n, rps 
--- --- --- ---
0 .10 0 . 21 0 . 21 
--- ----
0 .18 0 .2 0.24 0 .20 
---
T, rpa 371 
· 
0 366 
--- 350 319 350 361 . 0 . 
· 
~~:: 350 319 35C 383 . 
· · 
0 
· 
0 1296-'=-
· 
" 
p p p p p 
';8 
p p p p • p--f- • 
Turns 1 1 etl 1 1 1 1 h. 
e 1 1 1 1 1 1 
t or 
---
n n 
--- --- ---
e . et , n n n n ---
. t ~ n • n n n n b 
-
---
n 
recovery ;; I e. > 8 
Loading A, slots open, rudders 
Load.! ng A, slots oJ?en lcad1..ng B I rudders aga1.J:Let spj.D Load1ng B againet spin 
At lerona Aga:1xwt Neut ral Wi th Agains t Jfeutral With Agains t Neutral. With 
El evators U • D C ~) J' D U • C~) u • D U • (1) 
0., deg 29 
"" 
J:> 26 
~, .. g • • .r-un. • 4D on ~ • • ..  • 0 0 o r-O":"ii 0 0 0 . 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 n, rps 0. 22 . 23 
V, tps 
· 
0 • r---m • . ~ 1J29 ~ 0 
· 
. 
· 
0 
l ' p p !--'-'-' p p 
" 
• • • p Turns 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
t or n n n n 
· 
n n n 
· 
n 
---- --- --- ---
recovery " 
Lood1ng C Lood1ng C 
ruddera ag&1nat ap1..n 
Ailerons Aga1M l eutral. W1th Aga1M Neutral. 
Elevator. U I L U • D U • D U 
• D (~) 
a., deg 47 36 3 53 
~, .. g .1 N • I I~ f-aD 7I N • • l.D 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 
n, rps 0.13 0 .12 10.1 0 . 13 
o • . 
· · 
. 298 320 ' 
• 0 V, fps 320 288 p" 
" " 
P • P P P Turna i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
tor · . 
. 
· · 
n 
--- --- ---
n n n 1 
recover y 
Lood1ng B 
ru.dd.e..ra aga1.na t .p:1.n 
Ailerons Aga1Mt IeutreJ.. With Aga1Mt 
Elevators U I D U • D u, l. D U • D Cg ) Cg Cg) 
CI., deg -
- --
" .. g 
::- -
--- If 
• I . -=. • I • • H ::- 0 n, rps ___ 0 0 o __ 0 0 0 0 0 
V, t ps --- I::- I-::-. 
· 
1- 0 ;)-- 8 8 0 
· 
0 
" " " • " • • • Torno 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
t or 1--- • 
· 
--
. 
· 
--
n . 
· 
n . 
recoTery I 
&t.arge racti.us o8c illatory s pin, aver age Yaluea given . 
bwanderlng ap1.n 
CSteep vanderlng apl n. 
do.c111atory in pitch . 
• I (~) 
34 25 
l.D 1U 
p.12 0 .18 
329 29tl 
~ 
'T% 4 
Load.1ng E 
Jfeutral. 
U • D Cg) 
--
r:: 
• N 
--
0 0 
'= 
r-
0 8 
• 
" 1 1 
--
· 
n 
~ecoyery attellpted by moYing :rudder to lull v1th the apin. 
t Vi8ual. observation. 
8steep spin. 
bRecover y attempted by lIIOrlng rudder to full against the apln. 
to.c:1Uator )' 8p1n . 
Joccu lonally o8cl11abd out ot apin. 
D U N D U • D U 
• D 
U • 1) ( 0) (1 ) 
57 
r:= • --- ---
38 33 
. ~ N • • r--1:=. ~ 8D 
0 Q.26 [- 0 0 0 0 r-:::- f-:::: o 0 . 19 0.15 
' m t::: • 0 
· 
0 r:::-1-:: . 320 350 
p --'-r- P 
"I" • 
I--I-- • 
1 i 1 1 1 1 
. 
-
n 
• n 
· - In 
-- ---
--- ---
Lood1ng D 
ru.d..d..en agaiJle t spin 
W1th Aga1M t Neutral With 
U • D U • D U • D U • 
61 
"9 3' 
11 l.D 2D N • • • • • • N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 .18 .15 
25 282 329 
· · 
0 0 
· · · · • • • • • • p p 
1 1 1 ~ I ~ 1 1 1 i - - - n • n · · · 
Load.1ng A, pi t.cb flap deflected 
dovn 150 , rudder. againat 8p1n 
W1th Aga1Mt Jlfeut.ral With 
U H D U I I D U • I D U • D Cg) Cd) 
--- - 25 )--
-=:: ~ = ~ I • R • N • I • --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r:: "= ~ )--. 
· 
0 
· 
. 0 0 0 r--r- • 
" " 
P P 
" " • 
p 
" 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-- . 
· 
n 
· 
n n n . 
---
- - - II. 
Aga1M t Neut r al. W1th 
D U • D ~) I (~ D U (~ ) D ( l l 
25 
=- r:= . 
41 29 25 
7D • N • 3D ll1 ll1 
0.13 0 0 0 = 
0 0 . 22 .15 0.24 
350 0 
· · 
W _ 8 2&& 372 318 
" " 
p I---. t 1 i 1 1 > ~ t n n 
· 
t . 
-
> 8 
--- >" ---
Lood1ng D 
Aga1Mt lIeutr&l W1th 
D U 
C:) D U 11 
D U • D 
56 r-E 66 7" 73 60 
• . "3» r--o . l.D l.D l.D 
0 o~~ ~ '0.19 0 0.23 . 21 0 .19 
· 
. ~ -----:-~9 · 23" 244 P ~ 239 • r ~ r-- " 1 ~~ ~ ~( 31b 
· 
n ' 3 2 " 
3 2 
3 
Loe.dJ.ae; A, pItch tlap deflected 
dovn 1,0 
Aga1Mt lfeutral. Wi th 
U 
• I D U • D U • I D ( d) 
57 28 
• • • • • H 
ll1 lU I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.25 --- 0 
255'-I--
· · 
. 0 
· 
. . 
" " 
p 
" • " " 1 1 1 1 1 i t 1 
· · 
n . 
· 
n 
-
> 8 n 
24 
Ailerons 
ElevatorE 
11, deg 
r/J, des 
0, rpe 
V I tpa 
Turn. 
for 
recovery 
Ailerons 
Elevators 
(1 , deg 
¢, d.g 
0, rps 
V fp. 
Turn. 
for 
recovery 
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CHART 3 . - SPIll DATA OBTAINED WITH MODEL 3-CONCLUDED 
Loading A, landing coocllt1on , Loading A, landing Loading A, landing coocllt1on, elote 
rudders agalollt spIn cood1 tiOD closed, rudderll &g&inat !lJltn 
Againet Reutr&1 Witb Agalnllt Neutral W1th Aga inst Neutral W1th 
27 
8D 
0 . 13 
3:'0 
• D • D (1) (1) (1) (1) 
35 31 22 26 
6D 4D 6D 4D 
0.16 0 . 15 0.17 0.18 
383 340 320 360 308 
-- - . .--. ----
Loading A, l anding condition, 
slota closed. 
Against Neutral W1th 
U • D • • D U • 
U 
47 
3D 
0.21 
276 
----
D 
(k) (1) (.) 
30 
•• • • N lU 
o 0 0 0 0 0.15 
340 340 p p 
1 1 
U • 0 U N U U 
.) 
28 33 c-=- 26 
• • 4D 2D 0 0 r 30 0 . 20 0 . 21 0.14 
. r:: . 320 329 p 319 
1 1-
-.--
~ge radiUS ollelllatory apin, average valuee given. 
lOecl11atory spin. 
kInereasing radius - may not ep1n. 
• (.) 
---
0 D 
33 30 29 29 40 35 30 
20 30 30 2U 2U 40 40 
0.19 0.16 0.20 0 . 21 0.20 0 . 21 0.22 
)24 303 319 319 276 29B J08 
.--- ---- -.-. ---- ---- ---. ----
J 
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Rudder 
CHART 4. - SPIN DATA OBTAINED IUTH MODEL 4 
[ Unless otherwise indicated, the steady-spin data. are for rudder-'oIi th spine of the model in the clean 
condl ticn with spl1 t trailing- edge rudders installed and revised eleven def'lectlons and recoveries 
were attempted by rapid full rudder reversal, right erect spins] 
Loading A, circular-arc type rudders installed, original eleven deflections 
Wlth Neutral 
Against Wlth 
Ailerons 1/2 
Neutral 
1/2 Full 
Against Neutral Wlth Full 
1/2 U 1/2 1/2 N D U D U N N D N D U (b) D U N N (b) Elevators U U (8) U U 
a., deg N N N N N N 37 34 33 34 N N N N S N N 2 5 N 
0 0 0 0 f--- 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 0 r--- 0 ¢, deg IU 2U lU 2U e 0 
B B B B 
---
B B B B B B e B B r-- B 
n, rpB p P P P P P 0 . 67 P P P P P P p 0 . 69 P 
1 1 1 1 I--- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r-- 1 
V, fPB n 0 >190 0 0 196 lee 194 180 0 0 n 0 B n 0 214 n 0 n 
C4} c 1 CdtJ, c 7} cd4 cd4 c 7 c 5 cd4 P c 5 cd4 c lD Turns for 3" c 7 00 1 recovery 
0 
Loading A, circular-arc type rudders Loading A, circular- arc type rudders installed, original installed, original elevan det'lections eleven deflections, modification A 
Rudder Against Wlth Against 
Ailerons Against Neutral Wlth Against Neutral W1th Neutral \/1th 
Elevators U n D U (8) 11 
U 11 D (b) D U 11 D U N D 
U D U N U N (e) N (.) (e) 
Ct, deg N N N N N 30 N N N N N 42 45 N 51 46 N N 33 N 
0 0 o t--- 0 0 1- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f--- o~ 0 ¢, deg lD 2U 1U 0 0 
B . B r- B B f--o.74 B B B B B 0. 62 B 0.64 0.61 B r-- B ~ B n, rpB p P P P 0 . 63 p P P P P P Pt--- P P P 
-- ~ 1 1 1 1 r- 1 1 1 1 1 1 158 160 1 1 1 ~ > 249 20S 171 166 231 V, fPB n 0 n n 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 
Turns for c4 c 3 Cd~ c 5 cd5 c 12 rd~ c lD c 12 Cd15 >6 ~ - 1~ cdll ~ 3 cd14 c7 c6 2 3 recovery 
Loadlng A 
Rudder Wlth Against 
Ailerons Against Neutral With Against Neutral 
U N D U N 0 U -r N 0 U Elevators U N D (b) (b) 
deg N N N N N N N N I. 20 N N 26 (1, 
r--- r--0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'I, deg 3D 3D 
B B B B B B B B . ~ B B ~ n, rpB p p p p P t--- p p 1-p P P P 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 j 1 1 208 1 1 199 V, fpB n n n n n 0 
Turns :f"or c~ c 7 cdil c8 c 10 cd7 c18 c ll Cd6 Cs cd6 recovery 
Loading A, modification B 
Rudder Wlth 
Ailerons Against Neutral Wlth Against 
Elevators U N D U II D U N D U N D U 
a., deg II II N N N N 60 N N N N N II 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
- 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¢, dog ~ • B • . B B B B • . B • n, rps p p p p P p 0 . 56 p p p p p p 
1 i 1 1 1 1 i---- 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 V, fps n n 0 n n n 163 n n n 0 n n 
Turns for 
cll cll cdS c10 c~ Cd7 I c13 cdlO c9 c 5 c14 <7 re.::overy I > 7 I 
aLar e radius sin' model ma eventual g P, Y lyreco ver . 
bW8.'1derlng spin; slightly oscillatory 1.0 pitch. 
cNU.II1ber of turns required for model to stop spinning a1"ter being launched \lith initial spin rotation. 
dAfter reco/ery I model goes irlvp,.tA"d. 
eoscUl.etory in pitch . 
N 
N 
0 
B 
p 
1 
n 
c 7 
Against 
Neutral 
N 
N 
0 
B 
p 
1 
n 
cs 
With 
D U N (b) 
N 31 N 
0 I--'-- 0 
2D 
. t--o:5l B p 1- p 
1 199 1 
0 
Cd5 c16 
\/lth 
D U N 
N 29 II 
0 - 0 
B ~ B 
p ~ p 1 1 
n 182 0 
Cd~ c lD 
25 
D 
N 
0 
B 
P 
1 
n 
cdS 
D 
N 
0 
B 
P 
1 
0 
cd6 
D 
N 
0 
B 
p 
1 
cdS 
D 
N 
0 
B 
P 
1 
n 
cd6 
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CHART 4._ SPIN DATA OBTAINED WITH >«lDEL 4-CONTINIJED 
Loading A, modification C 
Rudder With Against 
Ailerons Against Neutral With Against Neutral With 
Elevators U U N U U N U N U N D (r) N D (r) D (eg) N D (eg) (eg) D (eg) (eg) D (r) 
a., deg N N N ~ N N 37 45 N 36 N N ~ N N 39 39 N 0 0 0 0 0 0 I----"- 0 0 0 0 0 ¢, deg 2U 2U 2U ill ~ 2D ill 
B B B - B B B 
f- B B B B B n rpB ~ 0 . 46 ~.42 ~ ~ 0.5<2 0.65 p p p p p p p p p p p 
V, fpB 1 1 1 188 ~ 1 11'10 158 1 180 1 1 176 1 1 180 163 1 n n n n n n n n 
Turna for 
°9 °7 od6 ~ °12 Cd12 ~ ~ o~ °8 od6 °7 Od6 od8 recovery 
Loading A, tnodlf1cation D 
Rudder With Against 
Ailerons Against Neutral With Against Neutral With 
N 
U N 
Elevators U D U N D (eg) N D U N D U II D U (eg) D 
a, deg N N N N N N ~ N N S N N S N N S 28 N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 0 t 0 0 t - 0 ¢, deg 2U e e e ill 
B B B B B B - B B e B B e B B e - B n, rpB p P P P P P ~ P P p P P P P P P ~ P 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
V, fpB n n n n n n 176 n n n n n n 260 n 
Turns for 
° °\8 Od15 
od
10 
p 
Od
10 
p 
od P cd
12 °18 °15 °7 ~ °15 1 ° 1 Os 1 recovery 12 7 10 
n n n 
Loading B, circular- arc type rudders installed, Loading C I circular_arc type rudders installed, 
original elevan deflections original elevan deflections 
Rudder With W1tb 
Ailerons Against Neutral With Against Neutral 
Elevators U D U D U N D U D U D (hi) II (1) N (1) (1) (1) N II 
a., deg 38 N N 47 43 N 5<2 47 39 N N N N N N 
~ 0 0 ~~ 0 ~ ~ ,~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¢, deg 0 
B B B B B B B B B 
n, rpa 0 .23 p P 0.41 0 . 45 P 0 . 45 0.46 0.45 p p p p p p 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
V I !'ps 197 n n 185 185 n 177 174 191 n n n n n n 
Turns for Jt j~ ° ° ~1~ >6 ° >10 >9 - °4 OJ,! ° Oil ° od4 recovery 15 17 11 2 5 7 
leading A, mocUf1ca t icn E 
Rudder With Against 
Ailerons 
Against Neutral With Against Neutral 
Elevators U· U N D U N D U N D U N D N (g) (8) (k) (e8) 
a., deg N N 68 N N 50 59 70 S N N 35 N N 
0 0 f- 0 0 t 0 0 - 0 0 
¢, d.g 1U 2U 1U 1U e ~ B B f- B B • B B B B n , rpB P P ~ P p 0 . 53 0 . 76 0.86 p p ~ p p 1 1 1 1 P 1 1 1 1 
V, fpB n n 155 n n 176 126 123 n n 202 n n 
p Turns for ~ 
°20 °30 ~ °22 °15 ~ ~ 1 °13 °12 e10 recovery d8 °13 n 
~umber of turns required for model to stop spinning after being launched vith initial spin rotation. 
dAfter recovery I model goes inverted. 
eOscillatory in pi tch. 
fwandering and oscillatory in pitch . 
&wandering spin. 
hurse radius spin, model may eventually recover . 
1 
Wandering spin; sUghtly oscillatory in pitch and roll; range ot values given. 
JV1sua1 estimate. 
kOaclllatory in roll . 
With 
U N D 
N N N 
0 0 0 
B B B 
p p P 
1 1 1 
n n n 
° ° 
od4 30 5 
With 
U N D (e) (.) 
46 35 N 
0 
1lI 3D 
B 
0 . 63 0.69 p 
1 
185 185 n 
cdlO 
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CIIART 4 ._ SPIN DATA OBTAINED WLTH MODEL 4-CONTINUED 
LoadIng D, modification B 
Rudder ~lth Against 
Ailer ons 
Against Neutral With Against Neutral With 
Elevators U N D U N D U N D U N D U N D U N D (1) (1m) Om) (t) (1m) (tm) (1) (tm) (1m) (p) (p) 
a., deg 73 56 66 75 69 58 58 60 56 N S N S S S S 
95 90 83 78 76 81 0 t a t t t t 
~ , deg 1U llU ,1 0 0 6u 2U 0 70 e e 
· · 
e 
lID 4D 6D 5D 
· 
. . e 
· 
e e 
0 , rpa 0 . 91 1.16 1.14 0 · 96 0 . 98 0 . 92 0 .71 0 · 95 
p P p P P P P 0 . 91 i i 
240 
n . n . 
· · 
297 278 
· 
V, rpe 246 231 231 246 231 234 263 252 n ~ P P 
..l'. 
Turn. f'or 8 8 6 1 i 1 i i 
recovery > 10 
" 
>13 >l!) 11 >1' >1 >6 <14 D <13 D D D D n ~ 
~ '16 ,,6 '12 '11 
LoadIng D, modification D LoadIng D, modification F 
Rudder Witb Aga1nat 300 With 
Ailerons 
Against Jleutral With Against Neu~ With Against Neutral W1th t ral 
Elevators U N D U N D U N D U N U U U N D U N D U N D (p) (p) 
a., deg R N N B S R S S N S S S S R N N S N S 
a a a t t a t t a t t t t 0 a at-- t a t 
; , des 
· · 
e e 
· · 
e 
· · 
e 
· · · 
• 
· 
. 
· 
e . 
· · · · 
. 
· 
• t--
· 
. 
· 
n I rp8 P P P P 0 P 0 0 0 p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 i 1 1 
, 1 1 1 t-- 1 
V, f'ps 
n n n 
· · 
n 
· 
. n s 
· · · 
. n n 328 
· 
n 272 3~1 
• 
c c c 0 0 c 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 c c .. 0 dk >4 0 Turns for 23 25 30 1 1 20 1 1 23 i 1 i 1 18 18 15 1 20 1 recovery n n n n 
· 
n n 
· · \5 "27 "30 "20 "30 'l1o "26 '30 \, 
LoadIng D, lIIodH'lcatl F loadIng DJ modification G 
Rudder Against 300 With 300 Against 
Ailerons Against Ueutral ~ith Aga1.nat Neutral. '.11th Against Neutral With 
Elevators U N D U N D U N D U N D U • D 
U D U • D U N D 
U N (p) N (0) 
a., deg N N n S S • S S N N N N S • N N S • N N • 8 • S • N S • 
~ . deg 0 a a t t a t t a 0 0 0 t P 0 0 t p 0 a 0 t P to a r- t 0 . 
· · · 
• i e 1 
• i 
e i 
• i 
· · · 
. 
· 
. 
· · 
. . . . 
• n 
· 
0 . . . . 
· · . 
• n . t-
· . 0, rpa p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 p 0 p 0 p p p p 0 0 p p 0 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Sl V I t'pe 
· · · 
n . n . . n . 3'" 309 . n . 
p p 0 0 
cll I c8 Cd12~; cIO Cd l , '19 c9 c8 cde "12 cdIl "'5 Turn. for c'4 c'5 0.'0 1 1 1 1 cd12 n n cdlO 
· · 
1 1/4 recovery l aiL2 "13 "12 "15 "15 
Load1ng D, modification B Load1na D, modification I 
Rudder W1th Again.t W1th 
AIlerons Again.t Neutral \lith Againat Neutral W1th Neutral \11th 
Elevatore U • D U • 
U D (p) • D U N D U • D 
U If D U (p) (p) 
a., deg N 
" 
N S • S 
· 
• S • S . N N N S • S 
· 
N 40 s . N 
a a 0 t 0 , .a t----- t 0 ~ 0 0 a 0 t t 0 0 t 0 0 ¢. deg . . 
· 
• 1 • 1 . e 1 ~ 1 . . • • 
· 
1 • 
0 
· 
1 . 
0 0 0 • n . " 0 
-
· . 
n p p 0 . ,. 
· 
p 
· 
. 0 n, %'ps 0.69 1 1 1 0 1 -p iP 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
V, :rp. n . 
· 
n 288 n . n . 3Q6 ~ . 
c c Turna tor c14 
c
12 '17 "I, '.0 c20 "I5 c,4 10 . clO "I4 c8 "18 20 recovery 
c"umber of turns required for model to stop spinning after being launched \11th in.1tial spin rotation. 
dAfter recovery~ model goes inverted. 
1 
Flat and \oIandering spin. 
taoscIllatory spinj range of values given. 
"Recovery attempted by elevon rever8al~ stick moved fran full back to full lett and torvard . 
N U • 
N S • • 
o : t p 0 
• • 1 
· p · . 0 1 0 1 
n n 
c
,e c 25 
°Recovery attempted by siJllultaneous rudder and elevon reversal j stick moved f'rCXll full back to f'ull left and tOrYerd. 
PSteep, \JB.ndering spin. 
~umber of turns before lIIOdel atrikes safety net. 
rRecovery attempted before model reached final 8tce; !l. ... t!tude. 
SSteep spin . 
Agatn.t 
Neu-
tral 
With 
0 U 
U 
(0) N 
N S . S • 
0 t p- to 
• . 1 
• 1 
p . .t- . . 
1 0 r- 0 . 385 
c 
"I4 30 
27 
D 
N 
0 
. 
0 
1 
n 
cde 
D 
N 
0 
• 
0 
1 
. 
c
8 
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CHART 4. _ 5PIN DATA OBTAINED \lIT!! MODEL 4- CONCWDED 
Loading D, modification J Loading D, modification K 
Rudder W1th Against With Against 
Ailerons Neu- witb Neutral With Neutral With Neutral with tral 
Elevators U U U U U N D (al N (al N D N D U N D (ml N D 0 
a. , deg N N N N 5 a N N N N N N N N 5 a 
0 I--- 0 0 
-
0 r---- t p 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 t p ¢, deg e 1 e 1 
a 
-
a a 
-
a I--- e 0 a a a a a a - a a e 0 
n , rps p p p p p p p p p p p p p p 
1 - 1 1 - 1 '--- 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 
V, fps 0 249 0 0 315 0 315 0 0 n 0 0 0 297 0 0 
Turns for c c cd cd
I5 
cd c cd c c cd c
14 
cd 
30 30 20 12 12 10 20 20 10 10 recovery 
Loading D, ."ing-tip rnddera neutral, modification L Loading DJ landing condi ticn, modification B 
Rudder 300 Wl th 30° Against W1th 
Ailerons Against Neutral With Aga1n8t Neutral W1th Against Neutral Witb 
Elevators N D U N D N D N D U N D N D U N D U U N (tl (el (tl (tl (tl (el (tl N D (g) (og) 
a., deg N N 5 a 5 a N 37,66 5 a N N 5 a S a N 39 5 a 5 a 74 74 5 a 59 N 58 60 
0 0 t P t P 0 I--- t p 0 0 t P t P o I--- t P t P t P t-- 0 ¢, deg e 1 e 1 lU e 1 e 1 e 1 ~ e 1 e 1 lU lD e 1 ~ 2D lD a a en e n a I--- e 0 . a e 0 e 0 a e n e 0 e 0 a 0 , rpa p p P 0 . 61 P P P 0 . 65 1.08 1.05 ~ p 0 . 68 0 · 79 p p I--- p p p t-- p P P 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 V, fpa 0 n 0 282 0 0 n 348 234 234 240 0 263 252 
Turns for c c 0 "24 CQ26 026 
c co 
\ 8 \9 
cd 
" 
0 040 dq 18 19 21 13 15 16 20 30 70 recovery 
Loading D, landing condition, modification B Loading E, modification B 
Rudder Against With Against 
<\Herons Against Neutral W1th Against Neutral With Against Neutral W1th 
Elevators U N D U D U N D U D U U 
D N N U N N (gl (eg) N N D (el U D U D (ep) (pl 
a., deg N N N 5 a 5 a N S a N N N N N N 62 45,75 N N N N N N 22 ,45 
¢, deg 0 0 0 t P t P 0 t P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e 1 e 1 e 1 2U llD7U 2D 
OJ rps 
a a a e 0 e 0 a e 0 a a a a a a 0 . 76 
a a a a a a 
p p p p p p 0 p p p p p p 0 . 79 p p p p p p 0 . 60 
V ~ fps 1 1 1 1 341 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 n 0 351 0 0 n 0 D n 202 2C8 n 0 0 0 n 0 254 263 
Turns for c2 4 recovery 
c1 4 Cd12 ~ 0,4 dOro 0,1 c16 c 34 c"8 c18 c14 c"53 t~~jt cll clQ Cd12 c3~ c10 Cdl2 
3,n6 
CNumber of turns required for model to stop spinning after being launched with initial spin rotation . 
dAfter recovery 1 model goes inverted. 
eOsclllatory in pitch. 
Swandering spin . 
OUscillatory apin; range of values given. 
~ecovery attempted by elevon reversal , stick moved from full back to full left and forward . 
~ecovery attempted by simultaneous rudder and elevon reversal; stick moved from full back to full left and for .... ard. 
Psteep, vandering spin . 
~umber of turns before model strikes safety net. . 
SSteep spin. 
tAfter launching , spin progressively steepens . 
D 
N 
0 
a 
P 
1 
0 
cd 
10 
D 
N 
0 
a 
p 
1 
0 
cd 
38 
.' 
D 
(pl 
247 
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CHART 5. - SPIN DATA OBTAlNED \lITH MODEL 5 
[Unless otherwise indicated, steady- spin data are rOT rudder_wi th spina of the J:lodel 1n clean 
condition and recoveries were attempted by rapid f\.Ill rudder reversal; right erect spina] 
Loading A 
,\11erons Against NeutrBl. 
Full 1/3 
U N D JU ~U U N D Eleva T8 
3.) (a)(b) (c) (d) (e) (a)(b) (c) (c)(.) 
a., deg :;6 54 41 41 39 
71 63 51 47 45 
70 :,n 2U 1D 1D ~, deg l2U 9J &J &J 5U 
OJ rpa 0.37 0 . 36 0.28 0 . 32 0.38 
V, fpo >290 194 191 256 >3l2 >294 232 230 
f1 g 1 
tg 1 f3 1f Turns 4 14 4 1i for f1 g ;; t1 ,,; recovery ;; ~ 2 2 
Load1ngB 
Ailerons 
Against 
Full 
Elevators 
a., deg 
'I, des 
0, rps 
V, fps >312 
Turns 
f1 
t 4 for 1 recovery 4 
Bsteep apin . 
bLarge radius apin . 
cW811dering apin . 
N 
(c)(b) 
68 
86 
1D 
3U 
0.35 
186 
1/3-
i u 
>300 
gl 
4 
8 1 
"2 
~del oscillatory in roll and pitch. 
~ concUtlons possible . 
Neutral 
D C~) (.) 
41 
49 
2D 
5U 
0.27 
>)JO 238 274 >3l2 
f 1 
4 
t 1 1ft 4 
fRCCOvery attempted before lOOd.el reacbed final steeper attitude. 
SRecovery attempted by reversins rudder to only 2/3 aaa.1nst the spin . 
ho3C111atory spin. 
lVlsual estimate. 
Loading A \Ii th wing data extended 
With Against Jleutral. With 
1/3 Full Full 1/3 
D tu ICC)U(d) (:) (~) C~) (~) N 2 U U N "3 U (a)(.) a l I (e)(b) (a ) 
43 53 68 50 44 
58 58 76 55 54 
16D 3D " 4D 1D 170 
19J lU 0 0 70 6u 
0.32 p 0 · 39 0.32 0.31 
>3l2 > 334 2:.0 >326 >326 209 i 191 214 232 >3l2 
11 gli ~ 1ft t tg 3 'Ii 3 
4 ~ g2ft 1~ ~ 4 l 
LoadiagC 
Against 
With Pull 1/3 Neutral With 
(cl~h) i u {!l ~~ ~ 
:/J 40 39 
49 49 
0 2U lDD 
6IJ lOU lOU 
0 . 2l 0 . 40 0 . 40 
240 >362 >326 214 >)JO >332 262 >332 2:;6 >3R 
1 
1; 
1 
"3 
t 1 
at tg 1 f 1 (4 
tg ~ t 4 1 ~ i ;; ;; 
'iI til 3 4 4 
1f 
til 1ft ? 
~ 
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Ailerons 
Elevators U 
a.1 deS 
9, deg 
0, rps 
V, fpa 
• 
0 
8 
Turns P 
1 
for n 
recovery 
AIlerons 
Elevators U 
Q., deg 36 
~, deg 70 
0 , rps 0 .50 
V, fps 264 
2 3/ 
Tun>' '4 3/ 
8 for 
P1 1/' 
recover y P1 3/ ~ 3/ 
CHART 6. - SPIN DI\ TA OBTAINED WITH MODEL 6 
[ Unless otherwise indicated , steady- spin data are for rudder - vith spins of the model In clean condition 
and recoverl"'s .... ere a"ttempted by rapid 1\J..ll rudder rever eal j right erect splns,j 
Loading A Loading B 
With 
Against Neutral. Against Neutral. l{3 Full 
N 0 0 U N 0 U U N 0 U II 0 U N 0 
(a) (a) (d) 
40 35, 46 54 21 20 57 ~ 10 2D 190 180 IJ:u f--o:ia 0 . 35 0 . 41 0 . 51 0 . 61 to.;;:? 
~ 277 239 343 337 ~ 
-
-
N N N N N ~ N N N N N 
0 0 0 0 0 t ~ 0 0 0 0 0 
t 2 1/2 
8 8 8 8 8 t 2 3/4 8 8 8 8 8 
P P 2 1/2 P P P > 4 • 3 1/2 ~ ~ p p p p p 1 1 >8} /2 1 1 1 5 • 2 1/2 ~ ~ 1 1 1 1 1 n n n n n 
• 1 1/2 i'>~1 1/4 ~~l 1/ n n ~ n n n bC1 1/2 e 1/2 i" 3 1/2 ~ 
bC2 1/4 e 1/2 1.' 2 1/2 1 1/2 1 1/' 3 1/4 
1 1/2 
1 
1 1/2 
Load1.ne, C Loading D 
Against With Against 
Neutral Neutral 
Full 1/3 1i3 ill Full Full 
"" N 0 gu U N D D U U U N 0 25
0 
u N 0 ~U U N • U 3 (a) (a) (a) (a) (t) \ 0) (p) (p,q) (q) 3 (a,P (a) 
51 60 36 40 41 r2 53 4"3. 42.J.l 41...2.l l2i>4 3' 45 60 0 80 50 50 ~ 2D A ~ J6l! JI .ll 0 . 47 0 .50 0 . 47 • 0 .51 0.54 N 0 . 42 N 0 . 42 N 0 · 38 0·38 0 .64 0.4 0.42 
215 199 252 0 252 m o~ 0 224 304 >304 0 277 233 227 27 >258 258 > 304 
, I-'- , 5 s 6 , 8 r P p p 8 2 1 P 2 r,J 3 '1/4 >4 1 1'2 1/' 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 '1 1/ 1 4 1 1/2 r,J r 
"2 3/4 7 n ~ 6 n 2 1/2 n 3 1/2 1 0 
~ ~ 
> 7 ~ ~ 4 
'1 1/2 
~ ~ >3 '1/4 >5 
~ "3 1/ 4 1/4 
I ~ 1/~1 I 21/2 
With 
1/3 Full 
U U N 0 
42 49 21 12, 25 
0 3D TJl,30D 80, 23D 
10 . 30 0 . 42 0 .69 0.78 
255 22, 343 337 
~ k; 1/2 ~ 1/2 
3 9 1/2b / 
3 1/2 h4 1/2 b 1 2 c, 1/2 h3 1 3/4 b, 1/2 1 3/4 
1/2 
With 
D 0 U • 0 (a) (a) 
44 
lU 
0 . 39 
270 >287 >29< >356 > 336 
5 3/ c, / 4 '1/2 '1/2 1~/2 
c, /4 
'1/2 '3/4 C/~ >7 
Loadlng A, !IlOd.1flcatlon A Loading A, modification B 
With 
Ailerons Against Neutral 1/3 
AgaiDst Neutral 
Elevators U R 0 U N D U 
Ct, deg 41 43 
~, deg N N f---&J • N N 3D 0 0 10.;;0 0 0 0 n, rp' 0. 31 
Y, tps . . r-m- . , . 277 p p f--- p p p 1 1 1 1/4 1 1 1 > 3 Tun>. 
n n n 0 n for 1 3/4 > J 
recovery 
tt.rwo conditions ;>ossible . 
bRecOvery attempted by neutralization of the ailerons. 
CModel recover s 1n an inv~rted dive. 
dModel oscillatory in pitch . 
eRecovery attempted by neutralization of the elevators . 
Full 
U • 0 
55 23 21 
40 "'U 180 
0 . 38 0 . 64 0 .70 
245 237 277 
4 1/2 > 4 1/2 > 3 
5 > :> > 4 
fRecover y attempted by s1muJ.taneous reversal of rudder and elevators . 
gRecovery attempted by simu1atenous neutralization of the rudder and ailerons . 
hRecover y attempted by simultaneous neutralization of elevators and ailerons. 
V • 0 D (a) (al 
• N ~ 4D N 
0 0 ~ 0 
, , 
-:;Q2 , 
p p 
,---
p 
I 1 1 
7 0 n n 
~ 
iRecOvery attempted by simultaneous reversal of the nldder and movement of ailerons full. against the spin . 
JRec.overy attempted by reversal of the rudder from full vith to 2/3 against the spin. 
kupon recovery, model goes into an inverted spin. 
lUpon recovery , model goea int;o a spin in opposl te directio n. 
U N 
N N 
0 0 
, , 
p p 
1 1 
n n 
~ecovery attempted by simultaneous reversal of rudder and elevators and movement of ailerons full vith tbe spin. 
"Recovery attempted by simultaneous reversal of the rudder and movement of the ailerons full vith the spin. 
~ecovery attempted by simultaneous neutralization of tbe ailerons and reversa l of the rudder. 
Pwandering spin. 
~odel oscillates In roll, pitch, and yav. 
rYisusl estimate . 
sRecovery attempted before model reached final steeper attitude . 
tSteep spin. 
0 
• 
0 
, 
P 
1 
n 
With 
113 Full 
U U • 0 
18, 45 41, 52 25 26 
70, oU 2D en 60 
0." 0.41 O. bO 0."" 
304 246 336 3 9 
~ ~ ~ 9 
-
~ ~ 
-
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CHART 6 . _ SPIN DATA OBTAINED wITH MODEL 6 - Concluded 
Loading A, modification C Loading D, mod1flca.t1on A 
With Against 
Ailerons Against Neutral 
1/3 Full FUll 
Elevators U N D U N D U U N D U N 
a., deg ~ 43 51 43 19,33 48 
~ de. 
N N N N N 1m 14D 0 °l~ 0 0 0 6D 5U a 3D a llU 0, rps 0·51 0 .38 0.45 0.50 0.80 0 . 36 
s 8~ . . . 267 245 274 258 v I fpa p p p p 277 >350 p 
---
Turns 1 1 6 1/2 
1 1 1 j;,5 1/2 ~ 
- -
1/4 
-for n n n n n 
recovery 
-
j 
~ 
- -
1/4 . >7 
Loading D, modification B 
Against 
Alleron3 
1/3 
Neutral With 
Full 
250 l' 25
0 U N Elevators U U N D (~) (p) N N D D U 
a., deg N 33 43 34 36 N 23 
0 39 55 41 44 0 41 
lD hU lD lhU ¢, deg 
. 
4D 7D 6D 7D an s 
0, rp. p 0.35 0.36 0.40 0.4 p 0.41 
V, fps 1 337 227 221 336 283 313 252 283 1 270 395 n n 
r 2 . . jr4 1/4 r
'
/ 2 . rt . 8U 1 1/ Turns 1/ 1 
for r 2 . . jr 3/4 r3 . . 8U sl recovery 5 r\/: 1 2 1/ r 4 
CModel recovers In an inverted dive. 
JRecOvery attempted by reversal of the rudder tra::a f"ull .., 1 th to 2/3 against the spin. 
PWanderlng spin. 
Ty1sua.l observation . 
BRecovery attempted before model reached rtna.l altitude . 
tsteep spin. 
"'upon recovery model goes into a vide spiral. 
1/3 
D l' 
53 38 
2U 7U 
O.W 0 . 32 
227 297 
>6 j3/4 
>8 j3/4 
ARainst 
FUll 
D U N 
45 
80 
150 
15D 
0.4 
395 >300 212 
cl / 4 1/2 . 
sC1/ 2 3/4 -
Neutral with 
U N D U N D 
37 47 
lU 01lD 
0 · 31 0.31 
>300 290 >300 246 >300 
1/4 1/2 1 1/4 
1/4 1/4 
1/4 3/4 1 1/2 
Loading D, mod1flcatlonC 
1/3 
Neutral With 
0 ~ U N D U N D 
3 
48 47 80 
20U 
22D 1U 
0.5 0.42 
215 >300 >300 >300 240 >300 >'l00 >300 
. \/2 1/2 1/2 1/4 1 1/: 3/4 1/2 
j1/2 1/2 3/4 1/4 2 1/ 1 3/4 
32 
Ailerons Full 
Elevators U N D 
a.,deg N N N 
~ , deg 
0 0 0 
---- S S 5 
o ,rps p p p 
V,fps 1 1 1 
0 n n 
Ailerons 
Against 
Full 
D 
Elevators U N (.) 
-~ N 81 ?O - 0 ~/deg 0 2D S 
O,rps p 0. 33 0 .26 
V,t'ps 1 n 186 186 
8rJ'w types of spin . 
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CHART 7 ·- SPIN DATA OBTAINED WITH MODEL 7 
( Unless otherYise i ndicated." steady- spin data are for rudder-v1th spina of the model 1n clean 
condition" rlltht erect spino] 
Loading A, single vertical tail 
Against 
2/3 1/2 1/3 1/4 
Neutral 
1/3 
N 
1/5 N 2/3 1/5 N 1/5 I N U N D 2/3 U U U U U 
N N N N N N N N N N N N 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 5 5 5 S 5 S 5 5 S 5 S 
p p p p p p p p p p p p 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 n n n 0 n 0 0 n n 0 n 
Loading A, modification A Loading B, modification B 
W1th Against 
lleutral 
1/3 1/3 
Neutral 
1/3 Full Full 
2/3 N D 2/3 N U 2~3 (.) u u u U D (.) (.) u D U N D 
~ r----1l--- N N N N II N N 81 N R N N II N N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s~ lU 5 5 5 5 5 5 S S 5 S 5 5 5 5 
p 0.26 p p p p p p p 0·36 p p p p p p p 
'~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 198 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n ___ 0 n n n 0 n 0 n 0 n n n 0 n 
With 
Full 
U N D 
N N N 
0 0 0 
5 5 5 
p p p 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
With 
1/l Full 
2/3 
U U N D 
N R N N 
0 0 0 0 
5 5 S S 
p p p p 
1 1 1 1 
0 n 0 n 
J 
.' 
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CHART 8 . - SPIN DATA OBTAINED WITH MODEL 8 
~odel launched erect \lith spinning rot.atlon to r1Cbt, rudder full right, indicat.ed cont.rola revereerD 
Elevator Flight path &.fur 
Mod1.fl_ settina Alle.ro:l Description of model Flight path a.t'ter full 81.mul t&neoulJ full Flight. path arter 
to"""" cation prior to setting motion before control rudder reversal reveraal or rudder 1\111 elevator 
movement reveraal am elevator reversal 
ifalV 
None Full up Full Extremely oscillatory; Made from 1/4 to 3/4 of Made f rom 1/4 to 1/2 ot Made lIt. or a turn and 
against alternate rolling and & turn and vent into a t\U'n and vent into veDt iDto steep glide 
yaYing motion ata.1..le d glide steep glide or d..1ve or dive 
- do-
-- -do--- Neutral Very o8cilla tory I inner Made from 1/4 to 1/2 ot' Made 1/4 ot a turn and Made trom 1/4 to 1 turn 
v:Lng dropped 8Jld model & tum and v ent into vent 1nto eteep gl1de and vellt into steep 
yaved into spin stalled glIde o r inver ted spin glide or d1 ve 
- do- - - -do-- - Full with Extremely oscillatory; Made l/~ at a turn and Made l/~ of a turn and Made from 1/~ to 1/2 at 
alternate rolling and vent into a IIIt&l.l.ed vent into dive a turn and vent into 
yavinS motion glide 8teep glide or dive 
-do- Neutral. Full Pi.tehed and. rolled onto 
agaJ.nst back; vent into left 
spin vben launched vi th 
rudder agaust r otation 
- do- -- -<lo--- Neutr&l Very 08cillatQry, inner Made 1/4 of a turn and 
w1.ng dropped and model vent into sta.l..led 
yaved into spin glide 
. do- -- -<lo-- - Full vith ---do--_ Made l/~ to 1 turn and 
vent into IIt&lled 
glide 
-do- Dova (100) Full Pitched into d.ive 
aga.1.n.Bt 
-do- __ ...do--- Neutr&l Extremely 0llc1llat.ory; Would probably bave gone 
alt ernate r olling and on ita back after 
yav1.ng motions approx. 1-1/2 turns 
- do- ---do- - - Pull with ---'0--- .Made 1/2 of a turn and 
rolled on ba ck 
Full up Full St&l.led glide 
again.t 
-- -do--- Neutral. -_-do_-_ Went into .teep dive 
---do--- Full vith ---do--- Went into erect .pin or inverted dive 
A Neutra.l Full 
___ do ___ 
again lit 
A ---do--- Neutra.l ---do---
----do-- - Full vith ---do--_ 
Dow (10°) Full Pitched into dive 
again.t 
-- -do--- Neutra.l Extremely 08cillatory; Made 1/4 turn &Dd pitcbed 
alternate rol.l.J.ng and iDto a dive 
yav1.ng motion 
-- ...do--- Full vith ---do---
Full up Full vith Stalled spiral glide Straight st&ll.ed glide 
approx. 1/- turn atter 
revers&l 
----do--- Jll'eutral. ---do--- ___ do ___ 
__ -do ___ Full 
__ -do- __ 
---'0---
again" 
Neutral Full vith Wandering, vica r&d1ua Stalled glide 1 turna 
spin after reversal 
---do--- Neutral. ---do--- Stalled glide 3/4 turn 
After reversal 
-- ...do--- Full ---'0--- Stalled glide 1/2 turn 
against After reverll&l 
Full doVll Full vith Spin very oscillatory in Same a8 before rever8&l 
(200 ) pitch and yav (made 
approx . 1 turn iD flat 
attitude and 2 in steep 
attitude, tb~ repeated) 
__ -do __ - Neutral Steep spin "'ent into inverted 
lllalll!d gUde approx. 
2 turns after 
__ -do ___ Full Went inverted 
agAin" 
None Full up Full PerIodically pi tched rro= Steep glide, extrCll!ly 
(30") agalnllt a flat to &. IIteep ollcillatory in roll 
attitude and pitch 
-do_ ---do--- Ho ra1 Stalled glide, extremely SaQe o. before reverll&l. 
olldllatory in roll 
- 40- __ -do- -_ Full vit.h Spin very oscillatory in MadA! 1/2 of a turn &Dd 
roll and pitch vent into IIt&l.led glide 
34 
Modifi-
cat10n 
None 
-do-
-do-
_ do_ 
-do-
El~v6tor 
a~tt1na 
prior to 
IDOVe.!!Ient 
if any 
lhmtral. 
---<10--_ 
---<10---
Full dow 
(10°) 
-_-<10 ___ 
Aileron 
setting 
Full 
against 
Neutral 
Full vitb 
Full 
against 
Neutral. 
CHART 8. - SP[N 0A'm. OBTAINED WITH MODEL a-CONTINUED 
DeacripUon of model 
motion beraTe control FUght path after full 
reversal rudder reversal 
Rolled and p1tched on" back Rolled into dive 
Stalled gl.lde l very OBCll- Se.ce (La before reversal 
latary in roll 
- __ 00 ___ 
--- do---
Rolled 8Jld ya .... ed into dive Stalled glide I extremely 
or onto back oscillatory in roll 
Stalled gl1de I very OBCU- StaJ.led gl1de 
latory in yav and pItch 
_do_ ---do--- Full vith SteJ..led glide 
-do- Full up 
-do- ---do- - -
-do- ---<10-- -
-do- Neutral. 
- do -
---d.o -- -
-do-
---d.o---
- do- Full dow 
(10°) 
-do- ---do---
-do-
---<1.0 ---
_do_ Full up 
ClOO) 
-do- ---do---
-do- ---d.o---
-do- Neutral. 
-do- ---d.o---
_do _ 
---do-- -
Full 
against 
Neutral 
Full \11th 
Full 
against 
Neutral. 
Full \11th 
Full 
against 
Neutr&l 
Full \11 th 
Full 
again.t 
Neutral. 
Full with 
Full 
against 
Neutral. 
Full vith 
Stal.led glide I extremely 
oac1l1atory ill roil, 
pItch I and yaY 
---00---
Sta.Ued glide I extr~ly 
oscillatory in roll 
---do---
Steep dive 
StaUed glide 
MadeIra d and pi tcbed 
into steep dive 
Steep glide, very oscilla-
tory in roll 
Stalled glide, sometimes 
dived into 1.overted 
podt1on 
Stall.ed gl1de , ertreoely 
08c1.l.latory 1.tI roil, yall, 
and pitch 
---do---
---00---
Model rolled and ya .... ed into 
steep dive 
Moderately oteep sp1.o, very 
oscillatory 1.n roll 
Stalled glide, yalled and 
banked 
Sta.lled glide, very 
oscillatory 1.0 roll; 
rotation 8topped in 
1 turn 
Stalled gl.1de, extremely 
osc1llatory in roll; 
rotation stopped in 
3/4 of a turn 
Same as before reversal 
---do---
StaJ.led glide, very 
oscillatory in roll 
S&me &8 before reveroa.l 
---00---
Stalled glide 
Model vent 1.oto dive 
Stalled glide, very 
oscillAtory in roil 
---00---
---do---
Same 118 before reversal. 
Made l~ turna and .... ent 
into steep st.811ed 
glLde 
Sta.lled glide 
_do_ Full dow Full. Rolled and yaved into ateep Dive 
(!00) against dive 
-do- -- -<10-- - Neutral Very 08cilla torY opin, Made more than 1 turn and 
_do_ 
---do---
-do- full up 
-do- ---do--_ 
-do - ---do---
-do- Neutral 
-do - -- -do---
_do_ 
---<10---
-do - Full dovn 
(100) 
-do- -- -<10---
-do- ---<10---
Full vith 
Full 
againat 
Ne utral 
Full vith 
Full 
aga1.ost 
Neutral 
Full >dth 
Full 
asainst 
Neutral 
Full vith 
vhipplng motion in roll vent into dive 
and ya .... 
---do---
Violently 08cillatory in 
roll, yall, and pitch 
Stalled glIde, very osc1.1-
.latory in roll and yall 
Sta.ll.ed glide , very 08cil-
latory in roll 
Pitched and rolled onto 
back 
Stalled glide, very oscil-
latory in roll, 8OlIU!t1..aw!s 
rolled onto b&e.k. 
Stalled glIde I very 08cil-
latory in roll 
Rolled and pitched onto 
back 
Rolled and pitched into 
vertical or inverted 
position 
Stalled glide I slightly 
oscillatory in roll 
Flight path after 
s1mul taneou8 fUll 
reversal of rudder 
ard elevator 
NACA RM L50L29 
Flight path after 
t'ull elevator 
r eversal 
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CHART 8 . - SPIN DATA OBTAINED WITH MODEL 8-COJi1'INUED 
t;~eva or Flight path after Flight path after 
Mod.i.fl - setting A1.1eron Description of model Flight path after full a1mul taoeous full Loading 
catioD prior to sett1ns motion befoTe control rudder reversal reversal of rudder f'ull elevator movement reversal and elevator reversal 
if any 
F No.,. Full up Full stalled glide Stalled glide J oscUl .... 
()00) B;!s1nst tory in roll 
-do-
---Ilo--- Neutral. ---do--- Same as before reversal 
F - do-
---do--- Full vith ---do--- Dive or stalled glide 
-do- Neutral. Full Steep vander1.ng and very Same as before reversal 
,,<!o1:IBt o8c1l.l.titory spin V1th 
"'1p 
-do-
---do--- Neutra1 ---do--- Went into a stell!P dIve 
In greater than 
1fr turns 
- do-
---do--- Full \lith ---do---
- do- Full. dow Full Stf!ep ap1.n, extremely Same as before revers&l 
(100) ,,<!o1:IBt v811dering and oscillator) 
-do-
---00--- Neutral. Steep vander1ng and 08c11- Went into inverted dive 
latory spin v:ltb vhlp 
-do-
---00--- Full v1.th -- -110- -- Same 8S before reverllaJ. 
- do- Full Up Full vith Stalled spiral. glide 
-do-
---do--- Neutral. Stalled glide 
-do-
---do--- Full ---do--
,,<!o1:IBt 
-do- Neutra.l Full v1.th Sp1r&l dive 
-do- ---do--- Neutral Ke.de 1/2 turn I dived a Same as berore revullaJ. 
short dilltance; motion 111 
repeated 
-do-
---d.o--- Full Very oacillatory v1.tb Vide Made 1/4 turn and glided 
againllt radiue; m1gbt be spin or (lIIOderaUll.y llteep) 
IIpiraJ.. glide 
-do- Full dow full vith Wa.cder1ng IIpin vith large Hade 1 to ~ turns aOO 
(200) p1tching ollcUlatiOIlB; 
vent into inverted 
very steep IIpins 
-do-
---do--- I!!utral. ---do--- Sa=e as be1'ore reyers&l. 
-do-
--do--- Full Pitched into inTend IIpin 
,,<!o1:IBt 
f:Jll up Pull v1th Spir&l glide 
---do--- Neutral. ---do---
---do--- Full --_do ___ 
,,<!o1:IBt 
Neutral. Full vith ---do--- ~ &II before reverlla.l 
---<10--- Neutral --- do--- ---<10---
---do--- Full Wandering spin; one raving tude 1/2 turn and vent 
,,<!o1:IBt oacUlation per turn of into IIt&.l...l.ed glide 
.. 10 
A Full dow Full with Sp1ral dive Made l/~ turn and vent 
(20°) into inverted divl!! 
A 
---do--- Neutral ---do--- ~ 3/~ turn and ve.nt 
into 1nverted dive: 
---do--- Full Wl!!nt 1nto 1nv@l'ted spin 
,,<!&1nst 
None Full up Pull with Stalled glide 
-do-
---<10--- Neutral ---<10---
B -do-
---do--- Pull ---do---
,,<!&1nst 
-do- Neutral Full vitb Wide spirel glide OIlC11.1&- Same aa before reveru.! 
tory in p1tch 
li -do-
---do--- Neutral ---do--- ---do---
-do-
--do--- Full "'ide rad1u.a: IIpin ~ 1/2 turn ~ d1v~ 
,,<!o1:IBt 
-do- Full dow Pull vith Spin, oac1llatory in roll, SatIe L'" b-tore reveraal. 
(200) pitch, aad yay 
-do-
---do--- Neutra.l Sp1.Jl, ollcUlatory in pitch - __ do- __ 
I and yav 
-do-
---do--- Full Spin, Ollc1ll.atory in roll, Made 3/~ turn and vent 
I 
ae;a1nst pitch, and yav into at&l.led glide; or 
I 
made 1/4 turn and vent 
into IIteep inverted 
dive 
~~" 
Elevator 
Hod!fi -
set.ting 
Loading prior to 
ca',ion movement. 
if !l"Y 
None Full up 
- do- ---do---
-do-
---do---
-do- Neutral 
- do- ---do---
-do-
---do---
AUuon 
sett1.ng 
Full vith 
NeutraJ. 
Full 
against 
Full vith 
Neutral 
Full 
aga1.nat 
CHART 6.- SPIN DATA OBTAINED WITH MODEL S-CONCWDED 
De8cription of model 
motion before control 
reveraal 
Went into a atailed glide 
---do---
---110---
Steep spin 
---do---
---do---
Flight path after 
flight path after full aimultaneouB full 
rudder reversal reversal of rudder 
and el.evat.or 
Same as before reverseJ. 
---00---
Dived out after approx. 
1 turn 
NACA RM 150129 
Flight path a!'ter 
full elevator 
reversal 
NACA RM L50L29 
Ailerons Against 
Elevators 
a.J deg 
~, deg 
n rps 
V J fpa 
Turns 
for 
recovery 
Ailerons 
U 
(a) 
Against 
CHART 9. - SPIN DATA OBTAINED WITH MODEL 9 
[Unlees othervise indicated, steady-apin data are fOT rudder-with aptns of the model in tne clean 
cond1 ticn wi th the .landIng gear extended and stab1lizer setting zero and rec:overle. were] 
attempted by ra.pId full rudder revereal' right erect "pins 
Loading A Load1ng B Loading C 
U 
(a) 
Neutral 
H 
(0) 
D U 
(.) 
With 
D 
(0) 
Agaihat 
U 
(0) 
D 
(0) 
U 
(0) 
With 
N D U 
(0) (ad) 
- N 
o 
U 
(f) 
Against 
D 
(f) 
U 
(f) 
Neutral 
N 
(0) 
D 
(0) 
loading D Load1na: E Loading • 
Neutral With Against Neutral With AgaInst Neutral 
Elevators u 
(f) 
nUNDuDUND D U 
(g) (r) 
N 
(f) 
D U N D U 
(r) 
H 
(r) 
DUN D 
(r) (0) (0) (f) (0) (f) (as) (0) (r) (0) (f) (f) (r) 
a., deg 28 53 
¢, deg 3U 1D - - - - 2D 
(} I rpa 0.61 0.53 - - - - O.~ - - -
V I fps 245 >2451>245 
Turno 1112~ III 2~ m2~ for 
recovery 
Loading G Loading H Loading I 
Ailerons Against Neutral W,th Against Neutral W,th Against Neutral 
U 
(f) 
With 
With 
U N 
50 7D 
O~ O.eo 
147 169 
With 
37 
D 
(0) 
D 
(f) 
>245 
Eleva tore U D U N D 
(0) 
U D U D J N D U D 
(,) 
U rC N U N D U N D 
(1) (0) (0) (f) (Jk) (Jk) (fJ) (J) (0) (I (1) (0) 
a. t deg 43 N - 69 - - 39 - N - 67 43 62 59 49 45 1D 0 f--_-t--:4"'D+-_-+--_- +--_-t--'7D':::-i--_ -i-_--1 0 1--_ -+--::lD:+-"'ot-lD=-t-:::2D:+-,lD:=-It--::o:T-_-~J deg 
0.88· - 0.72 - - - 0.57 - -. 0.18 0.6410.71 0.73 .68 0.66 -
147 ! f-2_4_5+_1_'_6+>_2'_5-+_>_2'_5-+_>_2~_5-+_184-i_>_2'_5-i_>_2'_5~! [-184_t-122_t-202_t-15_5+_1_45+_158_t-184_t->_2_45 OJ rpa V J t'pa 
Turn. 0 
for Dl 2 
recovery 
Load1"" A 
leadJng edge 'br stabllh.er 30° dOVIl 
Ailerons Against Neutral W1th 
Load"", C 
le8d.~ edge of 8t..abll1z.er 300 dovn 
Again8t Neutral W,th Against Neutral With 
jLoading I, load 
1.ng edge or 8ta 
111z.er 300 ~ 
Agalnat 
Elevaton U D 
(0) 
N 
(0) 
U D U 
(0) 
N 
(0) 
D 
(0) 
U 
(0) 
DUN DUN 
(0) (k) (f) 
DUN 
(0) 
!-,,~,~d=o:::g--l N 1----+ __ - -i_-_+-,59~+--"59"-1 N f----+----+--- +----+---I - II II - - 58 54 
o _ _ _ 3D 2D 0 _ _ _ _ 0 t-:" 0 f--_-+-_-t-_-+-'-2D-+-'-3-D1 ~, deg 
i f--'-: -+--:.--l-:=--f0-c' ~;:~:-t-0::;.,,~c:~-! i ~==:==t====t==:==t==-==!=> ~24~-5~t-_: -; ~ : i ~""::~'5~~>=2~~~5~~2~~~5=~0~:~5~tO~;,.~~~ ~ n roa V, t'pa 
Turna 
for 
recovery 
o D n D D 
A11erona Against 
Load"", I 
rudder-againat spina 
landina: lZee.r retract 
Neutral 
h4 
W,th 
Load"", I 
leading edge of at.abllizer JOO down 
Aga1Dat Neutral W1th 
Elevators U N D U DUN D D 
(0) (I) (I) 
U D 
<t des N I-'~;'<,"':d:::e"'g --l 0 
n I rp8 
:tl-'-:=-+i:-t-t-_...:_~==~=~:==~=~~==t==~:=t==_~:~~:rlr~:~:~It-'''::=-~0-.:~'D~t-~~~t-'.:~o-1rO-'TI...::--r~~ .. :~5-1 
p f-- p f--:-+-:-i--:--r--t--:-i p p p f---+-:-t---+-:---1t--+-:-i 1 127 , 165 149 160 195 ~245 , " 173 216 - 160 1'2 136 I--'-+-"-t---+-""-+--''-I 0 0 n 1-"""-+--t---+"--,t--+-"---1 
V I tpa 
Turns 
for 
recovery 
N _ 
or--
a --:-
p~ 
,-
o 
>~ 
SSteep apin. 
bReeOY8ry attempted before model reached final steeper at.t.1Wde 
CModerately steep ep1n ll'ith Increaa1ng radius. 
hwben launched in a flat attitude vith the rudder against the rotat1on, 
~el atU tude did not Change after rudder reversal. 
eSlov recovery. 
fSteep spin v lth increasing rad1us. 
~ types of spin . 
the lDOdel ceased rotatlna tLtt.er indIcated Dumber of turns. 
ISteep spin vith small radius. 
JWandering spin, ro.tc of rotation varles. 
kwide radIus of spin 
lTvo conditions possible. 
m",e model recovered. in Ie's tW'lUl than indicated . 
NACA RM L50L29 
- . 
I 
Ailerons 
Elevators 
'" 
deg 
-
¢, deg 
-
.-
0, rps 
- V,. f'ps 
Turns 
for 
recovery 
Ailerons 
E] evatora 
~ 
a., deg 
--
¢, deg 
-
~, rps 
v, fps 
Turn_ 
for 
recovery 
Ailerons 
ElevaUJrs 
I deg 
¢, deg 
U 
N 
0 
s 
P 
1 
n 
U 
N 
0 
s 
p 
1 
n 
c5 
CHART 10. - SPIN DATA OBTAINED WITH MODEL 10 
rUnless otherwise indicated~ steady-spin data are for rujder- .... 1th spins of the model 1n the clean 
condi ticn and recoveries were attempted by rapid full rudder reversal, propellers off except] 
where indica ted 
Loading A, le:ft erect spins 
Against 
Full 1/2 1/3 I 1/4 Neutral 
N D D ~u ~ U D D U U II II D (a) (a) (a) (u) , I (b) (b) (b) (a)(b) (b) (a)(b) (a)(b) 
68 69 65 74 64 48 
82 77 76 -- -- - 85 --- ---- 72 --- -- 72 -- - --
N 
7lJ 7lJ 4D 6D 0 2D 3D 
3U 5U 4u ----- 3U --- ---- 4U ----- 2U - -- - -
s 
0. 7 1 0.59 0.6C ----- 0.78 , --- 0.61 P 0.41 0.55 0 ·54 
----- I 1 ~ 
182 194 196 >304 196 I >'04 199 n 262 199 274 >30" 
d,e e~ 
~ 1 f>4 1/2 
d3 1 h1 1/2 ~ 1/2 m ~ ~ 1 1/2 h~ 
\\/2 d4 c7 1/2 f>5 1/2\ g~ I \ ~ I 
Loading A, rlgl1t erect spins 
Against W1th 
Neutr<lJ. -,-
Full 1/3 1/3 
-
N D ~ U U N D C:U ju U (a)(1) (a) fb) ( al(b) 
61 42 57 
- -- -- -- 89 - - - ------ ----- - 50 -------- ----- 63 ------
7D 2D 15D 
----- ----- ---- -- lOU ------ 6u ------ -- ----- ?U ------
0.55 0 . 72 0.52 ----- ---- -- ---- -------- ----- 0 . 52 0·51 
188 188 > 304 >338 I 214 >370 >332 244 244 
I d J e2 d, e3/4 ~/2 2 ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ 
d,e1 1/2 I d1 d3 3/4 
d,e
2 I 7 
Loading A, left spine Loading A, right erect spins} stablli ty 
propeller pitch :;: ":10° flaps deflected 25° down 
Against \11th Against 
1/3 1/3 1 
Full Full 1/3 Neutral 1/3 
£U £U ~ u u U N D D ~u U N 1 u 
3 {b) (a)(~ (n) (a)( J) (a)(b) (a) (b) (k) (n) 
I 40 40 70 64 50 I 
57 48 86 79 57 -------- --- I 
N N 2D 0 N 3D 120 4D N I 0 0 7U 5U 0 4U I eU 3U -------- 0 --- I 
With 
U N 
(a) 
~ -----
3D 
3U --- --
0.56 -- - --
210 >304 
~ ~ 
~ 
Full 
N 
- -- - ---
---- ---
-------
>304 
~ 
d2 1/2 
\11th 
U 
40 
48 ----- -
4D 
4U ------
n. '1's s 5 0.33 0.30 s 0.45 ('.52 0.45 0.40 5 0·30 0 . 40 
p I p p 
v, fps j 1 241 I 244 1 IT! 199 233 1-. n n 
'I\:rv 
I 
e I ~2 3/" f -,r ~6 
rec v ry >r 
llr1scl11at lry .:;pinj runge of values or average value given . 
brJ\.·o crmd14 Ions posllible. 
n 
~5 
~ 
~ 
cRecovery attempted fly simultaneous reversal of rudders to full against the spin and stick 
to longitudinally full back. 
dRecovery attempted before final steep attitude. 
"Recovery attempted by reversing rudders to 2/3 against the spin . 
[Recovery attempted by simultaneous reversal)f rudders to full agains the spin and of stick 
to longitudally :1'uli back and laterally full aga.nst the spin. 
~ 
f.~R(>covcry attempted by simultaneous reveroal of rudders to full against the opin and of st Ct' 
lonF.itudlr.ally rONaN and latl"rally ful.... with the spin. 
hVisunl estim'lte. 
"W:oe radius spin . 
"\o,iunjerlng spi n . 
KSte p spin. 
IModt:_ recoVl"!"s In a ~teep dive . 
---p 
227 1 > 340 280 262 
n 
e>l 
, 3 e >1 1/2 >3 1/2 
"1 1/4 \ 3 >3 I> 6 
e1 1/2 I 
D 
--- --
-----
- - -- -
>304 
d1 
D 
------
------
------
> 304 
d3/4 
d1 1/2 
N 
(k) 
-----
.... ----
0.42 
>370 
>2 
» 
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CHART 11.- SPIN DATA OBTAINED wtTH MODEL 11 
[Unless otherwise indicated, steady,spin data are for rudder-v1th spIns of the model In the clean 
condition and recoveries \tere attempted by rapid full rudder reversal, elevator U, H, and D 
signifies stick posit1ons ot back, neutral, and torvard, right erect sPinal 
Loading A, rudders 
against the spin 
Loading A Loading A 1 flaps dovn 45° 
AIlerons Agalns Neutral WIth Against Neutral With AgaInst Neutral 
Elovator. (~) NDV NDO ND UNO UNO U ND (a) (a) (b) (b) (b) (e) (el (el (a) (a) (a) Cd) Cd) (d) Cb) (b) Cb) D U U N D U Cd) Ilg) (Ilg Cd (d) (b) 
a., deg 
¢. deg 
82 86 83 
hlO 390 32D 
300 38u 29u 
,-;":;-.~rp-=._+_+_+-_+-_I--I_--+_--+_--+_+_+_-_j - 0. 13 .08+0c:. .;.10+_+-
I v, tps I -=-~ 121 uS 
Turns tor 
recovery -
Alleroos 
Elevators 
a., deg 
~, deg 
U 
(a) 
Against 
o 
(a) 
Loading B 
Neutral 
U • 0 
(a) (a) (a) 
U 
(b) 
With 
o 
(b) 
U 
(a) 
Against 
o 
(a) 
Loading C 
Neutra1 
U 
(d) 
82 
33D 
20U 
o 
(d) 
80 
300 
26u 
U 
(b) 
\lIth 
90 90 81 84 88 86 84 
5u 6u 360 201 30 80 190 50U 25u 9U 11U lau 
.69 0.04 0.22 0.1c 0.)5 D.l5 0~9 
107 113 123 '18 u8 116 118 
o U 
(b) (a) 
Against 
o 
(a) 
Loading D 
Neutral 
u • 
(d) (d) 
80 ! 83 
190 42D 
24u 39U 
U 
(b) 
WIth 
WIth 
11, rp8 ".10 0.12 0.08 0.06 - I - 1 
v, !"ps 118 U8 121 121 - 1 _ 
Turns for 
recovery 
Ailerons 
Elevator s 
a., deg 
~. deg 
AgaInst 
U 
(a) 
Loading E 
o U 
(a) (a) 
Neutral 
o 
(a) 
u 
(b) 
With 
o U 
(b) (a) 
Aga1nst 
OJ 
4 
0, 
2 
Loading P 
o U 
(a) (d) 
76 
220 
32U 
Neutral 
o U 
(d) (b) 
17D 
12U 
With Aga!.nat 
D U If D 
(b) (a) (a) (a) 
- : 
Loading G 
Neutral With 
u of 0 U • 
(8) ( 8) (b) (b) 
56 57 42 61 
3D 2D 6u 10 
Il, rps 0.011 - Cl.l5 0.150201 - --
v, tps 
Turns for 
recovery 
Ailerons Against 
Loading B 
Neutral With 
Elevators U 
a., deg 
~ . deg 
(1 , rps 
V, tps 
Turns for 
recovery 
41 32 33 35 
6U 14U ~ 6u 120 4U 6u 9U 
0. 39 0. 38 0. 40 0.411<>.39 0.420. 431<>.42 0.46 
123 129 135 118 123 141 160 157 160 
>5 
123 123 121 
r 
&OscUl ated v iolently 1n pItch and roll. Rate ot rotation decreased as the violence of the oscUlations increased. 
bln1t1al rotation stopped . Fuselage remained approx1tt.ately horizontal. 
25 <!9 138 135 
clnlt1al rotation stopped . Model tben began to rou.te in opposite direc':.lon and oscillated violently in pitch and roll. Rate of rotation decreaud 
8 S v iol ence of the oscillations Ulcreased. 
<lQsclll ated in roll. 
erusel age re !!llllned approx 1m8.tel y hor izontal a.fter rotation stopped in !lumber or turns indicated. 
fModel nosed over into steep dive &!'tel' rotation stopped in nUlllber of turns indicated. 
&!'vo types ot spin . 
hsUd &rOund v1th l arge radius . Nose approximately 400 belov horizontal. 
iSlid around with large r adius . Nose approxilll8.tely 4()0 bel h:ui%ontal . Afu-r a few twns nosed over and ',Jent into inverted. dive. 
39 
o 
(b) 
o 
(b) 
o 
(I) 
40 
Ailerons 
Elevators U (d) 
a., deg B3 
¢, 390 deg 5lU 
n, rp8 p . 13 
V, fP8 123 
Turns for >3~ recovery 
CHART U . _ SPIN DATA OBTA lNED WITH MODEL 11 (CONCWDED) 
Loading A, landing condition 
Against Neutral 
II D U H D u 
(d ) (d) (d ) (d) (d) (b ) 
Bo 68 B2 B9 7B 
42D 410 2lD 160 200 
48u 44u 25U 23U 1Bu -
0.14 . 17 0 . 1 0. 13 0.14 -
121 121 H.I uB 121 
-
e1t >5 e, "I e3 .. 
Loading A , modification C 
W1th 
D 
(b) 
Loading A 
Loading A, 
flaps down 45° Loading A 
Loading A, 
flaps down 450 
Modification Modification Modification Modifi cation 
A A B B 
U N 0 U N 0 U N 0 U 0 
(b) (b) (J) (d) (d) (J) (J) (J) (k) (d) (k) 
75 79 79 B3 
160 210 
-
410 5U 12\1 17U 26u 
0 . 11 0.11 
- 0.3 0 . 2 
U6 116 10'/ 10 
Loading A, modification D Loading A, modification E 
U 
(a) 
NACA RM L50L29 
Loading A I freely rotating 
propeller l08talled 
Agall1s t Neutral W1th 
N 0 N 0 U N 
(a) (a) (d) (d) (c) (c) 
B5 BO 
360 2Bo 
31U 25U 
0. 07 0.10 
121 121 uB 
Loading A, modification r . 
0 
(b) 
Allerono / gelnst Neutral With Against Neutral With Against Neutral With Against Neutral With 
Elevators U 
a., deg 
~ , des 
0 , rps 
V, fps 
Turns for 
recovery 
Ailerons 
Elevators 
a., deg 
~J deg 
OJ rps 
V, fps 
Turns for 
recovery 
N DUN D N 0 (J) (J) 
Loading A, modification C 
Against Neutral 
0 0 
(a) (d) 
7B 
12D 
9U 
121 
e3 
i; 
N 0 (a) 
With 
o 
(b) 
N 0 U (m) 0 (m) U 0 (a) (a) U (d) 
76 
340 
19U 
O.O! 
127 
e} 
4 
N 0 (d) (b) 
SO 
340 
46u 
0.14 
129 
e, 
2: 
Loading AI modification H 
Against 
o 
(a) 
Neutral 
o 
(d) 
B4 
200 
30U 
121 
With 
U (b) 
o 
(b) 
0 (b) 
Oscillated violently in pitch and roll. Rate of rotation decreased as the violence of the oscillations increased. 
bln1t lal rotation stopped. Fuselage remained approximately horizontal. 
U N 0 U N 0 U 
(a) (a) (a) (n) (0) (n) (b) 
clnitial rotation stopped. Hodel then b lt gnn to rotate in opposite direct.ion and oscillated violent.ly in pitch and roll. Rate of rotation decreasell 
as violence of the oscillations increased. 
doscillated io roll. 
eFuselage remained approximately horizontal. 
Jlnltlal rotation stopped. Glided forvard rapidly .... ith nose approximately 150 belo .... horizontal. 
klnitlal rotatlon stopped . Hodel nosed over into steep di ve. 
IOl1ded forvard rapidly .... ith oose approximllte ly 150 belo .... hor izontal. 
IIlInitial rotation stopped . Glided forvard for a fel." feet 35° belo .... horizontal and then nosed over into 8 steep dive . 
0Inltial rotation stopped . Glided .... ith slight rotation to right. Fuselage approximately horizontal. Oscillation in roll of approximately !25°. 
N 0 (b (b) 
6 NACA RM L50L29 41 
A11erons 
Eleva tors U (0 ) 
90 
a , dO E 74 
6 u ~, dog 8D 
11, r p. 0.19 
V, r os 18 2 
Turns 
f or 
°t recove r y 
CHART 12. - SPIN DATA OBTAINED 1II'nl lAODEL 12 
[unl ess ot he rwis e indica ted , steady-~p1n data are for rudder-nth s pins of the model in the clean 
condition and recoveries were attempted by rapid l'ul.l rudder reversal, el evator U, H, and D 
s i gnities s t l ck poaiUons of back neutral. and torward , right erect spinlil , 
Loa<ti.ng A , right api n a Loading A. , left s pins 
Agaln at Neutrel With Agaln a t Neutrsl 'Ni t h 
( : b ) ( :e) 
0 Free ( ~) N ( ~) ~~'>" I ( ~) N I (~) Fr e e I (~) I (~) ( ~ l'(~ i I( ~ ) N 0 F(~j ( ~ ) (~) I ( b~) I (~i ( e ( d ( d ) dl e 
9 5 74 
9 1 76 n 88 lZ 8 3 8 2 94 66 86 n t4 Z1 59 7 1 58 62 --- 57 54 55 1!t... ~ -. -
9U II N N 12U 22U 19U 18 u 18u 6 u I OU I OU N N 9U 13U N N 12U ~g I OU 17D 0 0 0 18D 5D 12D 70 19D --- 18D 15D 6D 2U 0 0 12D 15D 0 0 12D 70 ---
a a • a a 
- r-- • s 
0 .15 p p p 0.1 0.2 O.~ 0 . 20 0.2 0.1 0. 21 0 .21 --- 0. 11 p p 0 .13 p.1 p p 0. 15 0.09 0 .16 ---
1 i 1 1 1 - "-1 1 
182 n n n 182 17 1 174 17 1 171 171 171 166 179 171 0 n ~ ~ n n 17 1 16 1 171 ---
1 s! .1 r.! gl h I.! t.! ..! .1 t 1 • .! • .! n! t 1 01 01 g 1
4 g Il 
2 
2 2 2 2 I; 4 4 4 ---2 2 hI 2 2 
liroo Pre e bd) ( b) 
79 
52 
llU N 
21D 0 
- 8 
0 .16 p 
1 
185 n 
r2 
4 
Loading A, wing-Up trimmer 
Loading A, wing- U p t.rinners 
Load1.ng A, wing- t ip trimmers used used in conjunc t ion wi til 
in conjW1c tlon nth the ru:1d.ers, the elevator. 2 to 1 
used in conjunction with 1 to 1 deflection ra tic be tween de!'lectlm ratio between 
the ailerons, 1 to 1 denectlon the rudders and the tri.aJlQeln I . the elevator and the 
moTes up as . cijacent ratio betwean ailerons and Trimmer trimmers Trailing edge 
the trj-:cera ruddor moves outboard . of t rimmer moves up as 
tra1l1ng edgo ot elevator 
movos donn . 
Ailerons Ag ainst With Ag ainat Ne utr al With Agai ns t Neutr al With 
U D Fr e e 0 D D Fr ee U D Fr ee U N Elevators \0) e ) ( 0) ( a) ( ab) (b1 ) (. ) (J)( J ) ( J ) ( J (dk) 
dog l~ 78 --- - 71 8 1 a, N N H 59 56 N N N J 7 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
~, deE 29U llU -- - - 2U 10 s s a 31D 240 16D s 8 • a 43D P P p P P P rr--1 1 i 1 1 1 
n, r pa n n n 0 .17 0 . 18 -- - .. 0 .17 n n 0 n 0 . 08 
r--
V, f p. 17 1 174 - - - - 174 17 1 
Turn. 
. l el -f or 01 ---- .1 
re c ov ery 2 2 4 
Load.1ru! B 
Ailerons Age1not Ne utra l 
Elevators U 0 D Fre e U N D Preo Fr ee U (e ) (b) (bd) (m) (J) ( a ) (II) ( bd ) (b) (d) 
74 92 68 7 1 
a , do g 41 72 52 58 
N N - N N r-- N 
>---
II 
{I , do. 0 0 I OU 0 0 580 0 16u 0 2D lID 75D 9D 33D 
s s - • s - • - a n, rps p p 0 . 11 P p 0 . 09 p 0 .18 p 0 .17 1 1 r-- 1 1 - 1 - 1 n n n n n 0 
V, f ps 182 182 182 190 
r-- - r--
Turns 
.1 h 1 el f or ---- 2 2 recove ry 
aMode l OSC i l la tory in r oll and pi t ch, range of v alu.s ?r 
averel;8 value glyen. 
bTwO condi tions pos s1ble . 
D Fre e U N D Pr ee Fre e J D U D U 
( J) (d ) (d) (j ) ( ab) (bJ) (e) (e) (e) ( d ) ( d ) 
65 88 K~ 60 92 N N 60 II N N N N 87 54 
0 0 0 
-
0 0 0 0 
12U 38u 2U 3U 44u 
• s llD 1 3D • 14D 8 • s 8 31U 47D p p p p , p P 
1 1 1 - i 1 1 1 
n n 0 . 12 0 . 1 n 0 .16 n n n 0 0. 18 0.21 
-
192 189 198 174 189 
r-- 1 1 ., 0 1 
---- h14 014 2 
Loading C 
W1th Aga inst Neutral W1 th 
D D Free U D Proo U N D Free U D 
(bd) (bd) (dk) ( a ) (0) (d) (a) (d!l (d!l (d) (d ! ) 
75 78 89 87 96 77 72 73 77 70 47 58 55 30 60 56 57 60 60 
N N 
28u IOU 17U 50U 0 0 38u m 22U 13U 20D 32U 25D 17D 25D 25D 38D 31D 7D 4 1D 20D 
• • 
0 . 16 0 . 1 5 0.18 0 . 23 p p 0 . 20 0 .17 0 . 23 0.24 0. 19 0.25 1 1 
n n 
182 177 185 190 179 183 177 179 174 174 
fC rl 
O 2 .~ ol £1 h I n! 01 h1~ 2 n2~ 2 2 2 2 
Jw.odel ,. .wed i o a circle of extremely large radius at e 
h i gh angle or a tt.ack . Rotat i on a l ve l oci ty was low . 
kwender i ng sp1n . 
D 
(d! ) 
92 
53 
23U 
22D 
0 .18 
171 
~ 
Fre e 
(P-) 
----
-- - -
- ---
----
-- --
cMode l re co vered by pitching and/or r oll1ng out of t he spin . Z,Model oscill ates in pitch and wanders; appeers to gallop . 
1!I!lodel recove re d ot It.! own ac c or d i n a wide spi ral glIde. 
~odel re covere d i n a wide s pi ral gUde. 
Mot i on dur i ng r ecovery wa9 e x t r emely vi o len t . 
dOsc illatory s pIn; range of v alues or ave r age value g iven . 
oAtter recovery, modol glided fo rward at a nat attit ude Cor 
r Af:!r a~~:~~e ~ta;t!~r~~~~ ~~t~t~~i~de t or 
a short dis tance be!ore str1ld.ng safety net . 
g Arte r re covery , mode l glI ded forward at a f l et attitude fo r 
e short di stanc e and then nosed down i n t o a s t e e p di ve . 
hAtter recovery mod.l nose d down i nto s s tsep dive. 
1 1~od el too OSCi l lator,. in pitch end rol l t o test corr:p le tely . 
°Model w4n t l n t o an inverted spin a t ter a short ve r t i c al 
cHw . 
PJiI6h rate "r de s oen t. Mode l executed one violent 
os cillat ion in pitch per turn o r s pin. 
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CHART 12. - SPIN DATA OBTAINED WITH IIJDEL 12 (CONCLUDED) 
Loading D LoadingE 
Ailerons Age i n l5t Neutral With Agein lS t Neutrel With 
U N D Free Free U (~) I (~) Free Free U (~d D Free i~~i U (~)I (~) Fr ee (~) fe D D ni u . (~ ) (~) liD' Elevators (e e ( bd (b) (d (bd (bd (d ( tq (b r ) ( a ) (e) (bd ) ( bk ( d) 
57 73 85 49 73 52 75 84 76 44 95 81 98 93 90 98 102 a, deg --- ---
41 21 48 39 50 37 63 55 43 47 65 68 64 65 79 61 
f--- r--
N N N 22U N 2lU 50U 8u 11U l U 30U 19U 0 13U 61U 35 UN N 38D N 42U N 24u 39U N 
'I. des 0 o 0 0 18D 42D 12D 14D - - - 14D 6D 48D 64 0 0 48D 0 47 D --- 0 44D --- 44D 0 0 5D 7D 15 D D 
s s s f--- 5 s s r-- s s s 
n. r ps p p p 0 .18 p 0.13 0. 20 p . 1S 0 . 2 0 . 21 0.2 0 . 22 --- 0 . 20 0 .17 0.16 0.17 p p p.18 P 0.22 --- p 0. 16 0. 1 0.16 p 
1 1 i f--- 1 1 1 c-- 1 1 1 
V. f p s n 
n n 204 n 174 171 203 177 206 177 177 182 208 193 185 n 
n 182 n 185 n 179 182 171 n --- ---
f--- r-- ft Turns .1 .1: hl: hl hl 02 hl1: hl1 . 1 °1 e 1 .i e1 . 1 fo r ---- --- -- - - 2 --- 2 re cove r y 4 2 2 4 2 4 4 
Loading A, fla.ps down 16° Loading A, landing gear extended Loading A, landing condition 
Aile ron s Neutral With N8utrel 
D Fre e Fre e U D Free D D D Free Eleva to rs ( d) (bd) (be ) ( 0) (dt) ( d t ) ( d t ) (e t ) ( d t ) 
79 82 87 87 72 66 60 
a , de g 62 63 -- -- - - - - 39 49 57 4 1 
- - - - 41 
l OU 25U 9U 3D 15U 11U ---- I D 
'I. d. g 27 D 18D ---- - --- 9D 10D 8D 
• fl. r p s 0 . 21 0 . 19 - -- - ---- 0 .17 0 .19 0 . 20 0. 19 ---- 0 .19 
V. Cps 179 179 - - - - ---- 179 179 185 198 -- -- 182 
Turn" 
he hl~ h3 hi hUt hul hu.2 f or - -- - ---- 4 4 2 ---- 4 r e c o ve r y 
Sr.·odel oscillAtory In r o l l end " l tch , r ang e of val1,lea or 
ave r age value giTac. 
bT'NO c ondit i ons poa.s lble. 
Free 
( d t) 
50 
37 
3U 
0 . 23 
201 
----
c Modal recovered by pi tch i ng and for roll i ng out of t he sp i n . 
lI!o tlon durin g recovery waS extremely vio lent. 
dOsclilatory s i n , r ange of v alues or ever ag e value given. 
BArter recovery, model glided forward. at a nat attitude for 
an appreciable distance before s tr1.k1.ng safety net . 
f After recovery, model glided fOMfard at a flat at ti t ude for 
a short distance beIore stri king safety net . 
S Afte r rec overy, model glIded f o rw ard at a fla t attitude for 
a short distence , end then n osed down into a ste e p dive . 
hAr t er r e covery model nosed down i nto a steep dive . 
iModel t oo osc illa t ory i n pitch end roll t o test completely. 
JModel yawed in a circle of extremely large r adius at a high 
angle of attack . Rotati on al veloci ty was low. 
With Against Neutral With 
Free D F ree D Free U U N Free U D · Free ( 5t ) (d) ( d) (1 ) (d ) ( b . ) ( b d ) (d ) ( d ) (d) (d) (d) 
61 65 66 65 91 62 69 78 64 
---- 46 52 22 ---- 54 69 47 58 58 29 
N 
16u 
- --- 8D 3D 0 ---- 12u 27U 9U 20.0 15U 13U 2U 14D 40D 3D 15D 25D 15D 
• 
-- -- 0 . 16 0 .16 
p 
1 0 . 15 ---- 0 .14 0.09 0 .16 0 .16 0 . 16 0 . 14 
n 
---- 195 193 198 ---- 176 171 188 179 176 188 
n! 
h1 
. 1: hu1 rl hi 2 e1: hul: hu1 
----
4 h l 2 ---- 2 4 2 4 2 4 
kWsnde rlng s pin . 
tModel oJl61 l lates 1n p i tch end ... ande~s; appears to s allop . 
q Uodel osci llato ry in pitch and roll, too wandering to test. 
r.M.o del qscillatory 1n pitch end appears t o gellop; range of 
va l ues or aver age value givan. 
s Model s pin s s te e ply and smoo thly with radius of s pI n too 
large to test . 
t Three condi tiona possibl e . 
'U-Mode l pitohed i nto an inverted nat attitude after short 
vert ical dlv~. 
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CHART 13. - INVERTED SPINNING CHARACTERISTICS OF THOSE MODELS FOR WRICB INVERTED SPIN TESTS WERE PERFOIMED 
(Model loadlnga &8 ahovn on table 11 , clean condition inverted spins performed .... ith models 
spinning to pilot's right, rudder full vith the direction of spinning rotation, recovery 
attempted by reversing rudder :f'ull against the sptn , no modifications on model~ 
Ailerons Against 
U N D 
Elevators 
a., deg N N 76 47 
Model I , l08di ng A 
Neutral 
N 
(a) 
With 
N D 
(a) 
42 52 70 55 - - -f------j 0 0 
~, deg 3U 2U lU 5U 4U __ _ 
• s~~~~~~~~7t~~~~f--· 1 f--"-' _r_ps_ -l ~ ~ 0 .12 0 .36 0.42 0.49 0.59 0 .47 __ _ 
V, fps 
'l\1rns for 
recovery 
n n 158 227 23' 173 175 193 ---
b 
Model 2, loading A 
Against Neutral With 
U N 
N N 
o 0 
s s 
P P 
1 ! 
n 0 
DUN 
(d) (e) 
46 
17 
O~,-
:n-
!229~ 
Model 4 J loading A Model 5. loading A 
Against Neutral With Against Neutral W1th 
DUN DUN 0 U N D U U N" D u 
(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) 
N N N N N N N N N - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0r-+--4~U~-t~4~U +-~~ ~ru~r-~~ 
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;~:-+--~~~~~~3-+~0~~~~~0":~~n-n:~. ~~'oF~~3~ 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !~_-+--2~0~3--~~~O+-2~OO=4~~~1~~2~14~ 
1/2 1/2, 1, f3/
4 1/2 
3/4 1 3/4 f3/ 4 1/2 
Model 6, loading B Model 7, loading A Model 8, Loading G 
W1th Against With 
Ailerons Against Neutral ~ Full Full Neutral Full Aga!nst W1th 
D U N 0 o ju ;'UND;UjoUjND 
b) 1k) (lk ( 0) fl.) I (b (1) ,) ,) U.DUNO D Elevators 0) z ) m) 0) . ) . ) ( 0) 
a., deg NNNNNNN 46 82 78 N H r. N N N PI N 
r_----j0 
¢, de. 
. I----I p 
r--":'" -rp:".--j ~ 
V, !ps 
Turns fo r 
recovery 
. . 
• P 
! ! 
n 0 
s • 
P P 
! 1 
o n 
o r-------j r_-+---j 0 I-- 0 
4D ~ 14D lD 140 
: r--,-~---::-+--f----:+---j .,. 1-
037 
: ~ 0.46 0.48 0.:;0 0.38 0.40 0 I-- ~ 
~1 233 252 186 186 210 
Model 10, loading A Model 11, loading A 
Ailerons 
Elevators 
Against 
U 
(d) 
Neutral Witb Aga1.nst Neutral With Against 
U N DUN D U. D u.I .• ID !'ree 
(0) (0) 0) (r) (.) (.) (r)(r(r)(u)(u)(u) ( u ) 
a., deg 47 _ _ _ 65 82 _ _ If N PI 
r-~,--d-eg--1---~W----+-------I----~--I--+--+~--34U--Ir-~--r-+-+-_0 0 0 
6D --- UnlBD- - ••• r_-----1---~--_b--~--1-----r_4__+--r_+_~~~"~-+-+--P P P 
1 __ "_,~r_._s __ r-______ t-__ 0~.6_' __ r-0_._~-+_-~_--j---+--j~0_. 0-+_0_.-+"'-+_--j--_! 1 ! 
v, fps approx . 250 194 250 _ _ _ 121 J..::..L __ D n D 
'l'urns for 
recovery 
r, 1-1/2 r, > 3 
f, > ~ 
t, t , 
1/4 
r, t 
1/4 
Model 12, loading A 
Neutral 
• 1/4 
With 
U PI L D D oj Free U If D D Free 
(d) (d) (v)( v ) d)( v ) ( v (d) (d) (d) (d)( x ) v )( x) (d) 
~ '~~ _ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~~ _ I ~ 
3JU 50U ~ 4~ 23U 17U 1JU 17U 
25D 54D - 13D· 42D 200 450 14D ?"'::-0'5.~ 
0.13 0.1.8 - O.lR ~ 0.1 0.1, 0.140 .20 " 
176 182 174 0 174 171 167 176 'l76 
- t, 
3/4 
3/4 y, 
1/2 
y, 
1/4 1-1/2 
1 
1-1/ 2 
bModel .... ent into 8 steep rapid spin. ~
cModel vent into spin that vas oscillatory 1n pitch, rate of rotation, and rate of descent a.fter rudder V88 reversed. ~ 
8Model OSCillatory in pitch . 
Jo8cillatory spin; range of valu~s or average value given. 
f!:1"j'andering and OSCillatory spin. 
fVII1U41 ut1rtate. 
BRecovery attempted by neutralization of (1) rudder and ailerons, (2) dl!Vator and allerODS, (3) allerons. 
hModel pulls out in a dive, rolling about longitudinal axis . 
jModel pulis out I n stalled attitude. rolling about 100000tudinal bod.y axta. 
Model roll. erect remain1ne In a .tall~d glide vttb rolling and pltc:h1ns; osdllatIons. ~odel remains in a glIde . 
~~~l e~~~hed vtth rudder against spIn. No Bpln obtalDed. 
nModel immediately rolled v1tb ailerons into ~rect posltIon , pitched 1nto inverted. poalt1on, pitched back Into ~rect poalt1on and dive4. 
OOsc111ated violently in pitch and roll. 
PIncreased rolling oscillations caused model to -.0 Into stalled Rol1de. 
Qc8.111.e out in a steep or inverted dive and tended to pitch into flat inverted padUon. 
rlnitial rotation stopped; i'Uselage remained approximately horizontal. 
sOsciUated in roll. 
tfUselage remained approximately horizontal. 
uModel recovered by Pitching and rolling out of spin; motion during r~overy vas extremely violent. 
vModeJ too oscIllatory in pitch and roU to test completelY . 
" Three conditioos pose1ble . 
x.r..,o conditions pos81ble. 
YAfter recovery model glided torward at a flat attitude. 
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CHART 14 . - RESULTS 0:" SPIN-RECOVERY PARACHU'l'E TESTS FOR MODELS 
[Model In clean condition except vhere ot~rv18e indic!Lt.ed; all results are 
for 8p1n rotat1on to pilot's rlgbt, dimensions given are full - scale] 
Model ttltude 
Erect 
-do -
-do-
-do -
-do -
-do-
Parachute 
locat1on 
Pars -
chutlt o~d ln 
diam- ength 
eter (.rt) 
(rt) 
Dr"" 
coer- Loading 
icient 
Ou tboard .... lng 5 .0 2 . 5 0 . 70 
--------do------- -do- 15.0 - do- --do---
--------do------- -do- 30 .0 -do - --do --
-- -- --- -<10------- 1 .0 .do. --do--
--------do_ ______ -do_ 15 .do_ --do--
---- ----do------- -do- 30 -do- --do- -
Aga-
inst 
Neu-
tral 
3 , • 
Turns tor recovery 
levator 
2/3U 
Ailerona 
y ith 1/3 1/3 ffi:t \11th 
Neu- With 
".1 
> 3 
3, 1 
---- It, 2 
---- ~,l~ ... 
-do - -------...do------- 8.8 2 .5 -do- --do-- ---- Li • /'3, ~ --- - I~' 1 
-do_ --------do------- -do- 1, 
-do- --do-- ---- ~ t t,>2f, ---- ---- t,l 1~ , 
-do _ --------do------ - -do_ 30 
-do- --do-- ~ 1~ ---- Ll1 ~, , 
-do _ Outboard vtna tip 1 .0 10 
-do- --do-- ----/~, ~ ~ 
-do- --------do----___ -do- 30 
-do_ --do--
-do - --------do------- 5.0 10 -do - --do_-
-do _ --------do_______ -do- 15 
-do- --do--
-do- ---- ----do---___ _ -do- 30 
-do - --do--
-do - putboard wina tip 4 .0 19. 50 -do-
-do- -------do--- - ---- -do- 9 .75 -do- --do--
-do- -------do-------- 5.)) 19 .50 -do - --do--
-do - -------do ________ -do- 9 . 15 -do- --do--
-do- -------<10----- ___ 6 .61 19.~ -do- __ do __ 
-do - -- --- --do-------_ -do- 9.15 -do- --do--
-do - ------ -do-- - ----- 8 . 0 -do- -do·- --do--
Inve rted -------do--- ----- 6 .61 19 .50 - do - --do - - It,1~ 
- do- -------<10-------- 6 .0 19.50 -do- --do- - 1 , l~ 
Erect ------ -do-------- , .60 -do - -do -
-do - -------do- ---____ 6 .61 -do- -do- --do--
Inverted -------do--____ __ - do- -do- -do - --do --
-do - -------do-------_ 8 . 0 -do- -do - --do- -
Erect ------- -do--- ---- 4.24 25 0.83 
-do-
-do-
-do-
arachutee at bot 
\ling tips · · 39 -do - -do - --do_-
--------dQ-- ----- _ 1.31 -do- 0.10 --do--
--------do-------- 8.71 -do- -do- --do - -
~"t • 
---- >f 
---- f>4,,,,,! 
1 
2 
1 1 
r;' 2 
Erect. TnU cone 13 .4 0.1 2 ,2~, 
1,1 
~ , l I, 1 
~,>3 
, >2 
Aga- lieu -
lnst tral 
NACA RM L50L29 
Remarka 
oy l1ne attach~ between pitch flap 
and elevon 
Do. 
Do . 
Do. 
Do . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do . 
25- percent sem1span slats extended 
Do. 
Do . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do . 
Do . 
Do. 
Do . 
Do . 
Do. 
Do . 
Tvo paracbutes opened 
s1multllfleousl.1 
r_----~----------_+----+_--_+----r_----~--~--_f.~>8 1,11=-, t---t---t---t---~--+--i-----------------------_t 
'2~,;! -- -- ---- ---- ---- -- ---------------------------------do - -------do- ----- - - 10 -do- -do- --do--
_do _ -------do--______ 11.1 -do- -do- - -do-- 1,1,1 1~ 
-do- Outboard. wing tip 3.3 1.9 .do- --do __ 
-do- ------_do ________ 5.0 -do- -do - --do--
---- ~,~ 
> 3 
-do - -------do----- --- 6 .2 -do- - do - --do--
NACA RM L50L29 
CflART l~. - RESULTS OF SPIN. RECOVERY PARACHUTE TESTS FOR MODELS - Concluded 
Turns for recovery 
Para-
Model Attitude Parachute 
location 
~:~ i:!!~ ~:~_ Loading 1---'-___ ~-'--'2,,/_"3U"__..L_.:.:. __ _L_~ _ _I 
10 
eter (ft) tie1en Ailerons 
(l't) '80 - Neu_ With 1/3 1/3 
lnst tral ~:t Idth Neu- WIth Ags- Neu. tral l.{1st tral 
Erect 
·do -
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do -
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
Tall cone 
--------do-------
--------do-------
--------do-------
-- _____ .do _______ 
--------40-------
--------do-------
--------do-------
--------do ______ _ 
--------do-------
--------40-------
--------do------_ 
--------do-------
Arresting gear 
mast (aft) 
3.6 
· do-
4.5 
-do-
5·5 
-do-
7.1 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
- do-
13·3 
21 0 . 10 
-do- -do- --do--
-do- - do - --do--
-do- ·do- --do--
-do- -do-
-do- -do - --do--
-do- -do - --do--
-do- -do - --do--
-do- -do- __ do __ 
13.5 -do- -_do __ 
-do- -do- --do--
-do- -do- --do--
-do- -do- --do--
30 0.10 
-do_ 
--------do-----__ 16.0 30 -do- --do--
-do- --------40-- -- --- -do- 23 
-do - --------40------- - do- 15 
-do- --------do------- 20 
-do- --------do------- 20 
-do-
-do-
b_do _ 
-do- --------do------- c8 . 0 
-do- --------do-----__ b-do_ 
clo.6 
-do- --------do-------
b
'3 . 3 
C6.9 
-do- -- -----_do _______ b_do_ C·do_ 
-do- --------do-- ----- b-do_ e8.0 
b 
-do-
-do- ------- -do------- C_do_ 
-do - --------do-------
b-<1o_ 
e11.2 
o 
Visual estimate . 
bAttaehed to arresting gear mast. 
30 
15 
30 
o 
-do-
-do-
- do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
8.0 
-do-
0 
-do-
3 
-<10-
8 
-do- --do--
-do- --do--
-do- --do--
-dO- --do--
_do_ 
--do_-
-do- --do--
-do- --do- -
_do_ 
--do--
-do - --do--
_do_ 
--do--
- do- --do--
-do- --do--
eAttached to outboard \ling tip at the e/4 line. 
1 
2 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----F~,~ 
----- '" 1 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ---_. 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ~,l~ 
----- I, 2 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- --- __ 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ,2t 
----. t,! ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- i, 2 
J. 
2 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ,,~ 
2~,~ ____ _ >3 
>7 ----- ----- ;.;-~{i22, ~ ----- 2,-
>3 ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
4,-
----- ----- ----- ----- 3,4 
----- ----- ----- --- -- 2~,"t -----
----- ----- ----- ----- 3, ~ -----
----- ----- ----- ----- ~,~ -----
>~ -----
----- ---__ 1~,~ ____ _ 
---- ----- ----- ,~,,~ ----- ------ ----
----- - ---- ----- ----- I, Ir -----
---- ----- ----- ----- I, 2 -----
Remarks 
x/c _ 0 . 14 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do . 
x/e. • 0.19 
x/c.O.14 
Do. 
x/e.0.19 
Do. 
Tvo parachutes _ v ing tip 
parachute attached at c/4 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
ct elevon hinge 
80% c. 
~ f/aphinge 
30 % c. 
30.44" -
c;/l~;':J T.L~ 
3 ° incidence (root chord) 
(a ) ModelL 
Elevon 
hinge line., 
Pitch flop 
tfinqe line 75. 8 % 9 
t;;'-,;:'l-~. 
, 
(s-coop rudder 
hinge line 
4.26"-1 
. ~795" 
-- C95" 
I' r44:~r 'I 
0- $: 24 =--
2° dihedral 
r--IO.67" ==:1 
~> 
Roof chord' 020" ~ 
(b ) Model 2 . 
Figure 1 .- Three-v iew drawings of mode l s a s tested. 
+:-
0"\ 
~ (") 
~ 
~ 
t--i 
Vl 
o 
, t--i 
f\) 
\0 
2° 
Qoot chord line 
25% c. 
t landing flop 796% c. 
-25 % c. 
(c) Model 3. 
Elevon balance" .-Elevon 
. 219'( , 1 H : ,3.31" 
Bevan hinge line 77. 1 /.c, r-f-i ,; .  81L-8.53',.\.-+\~ __ - --Dra.g Rudder 
-L ' ~ . ' Rf-c2~(C::::C . L. H ;oJ ,7S' 
~"'2r49' 
station 
14.25" ~-S1ation "0" 
r--29.25" I 
I ~~,,~ \ 
~ r m ' 'I' dihedral 
11--1.72"--1 I 4.68,,_.\.-6.26'''~ 
Station ·O· __ ·~'--l·03r 
(d) Model 4. 
~ 
Figure 1.- Continued. 
~ 
o 
:x> 
~ 
t-' 
\Jl 
~ (8 
.j::'" 
-.;J 
E/e 1/0/7 
hinge line \ 
I 
Quarter chord" 
, 
--------/6./0"---------1 
6.55" 
1 
11------- 26.40" r ·1 
"- -l ' A. ~ //.94" ~ 
~23'/6n /2.77" -I =-:±J ?t 
, 
, 
(e) Model 5. 
/227" !~7 
(f) Model 6. 
Figure 1.- Continued. 
&; 
s; 
(") 
:t> 
~ 
t-' 
\Jl 
o 
t-' 
f\) 
\0 
E It! von hinge Ilne--, 
15.C9 
5.16 
Wing fil/e t-·", 
6.85 
''Alternate wing-
tip rudders shawn 
in phantom 
~--./3.70-----I 
1------17.66-----1 
1----- 11.30 9.15~96"- ,Rudderlllnqe line 
.J!1/ 1 
/ 5.28 
.14 , ,...- 1-: 1.65 
1-------.24.80'---------1 
(g) Model 7. 
Figure 1.- Continued. 
----------
.II" J ~ 
(h) Model 8. 
~ 
(') 
~ 
§! 
~ 
\J1 
~ 
f\) 
\0 
+" 
\0 
~ I 
rt stabilizer 
hinge 
25%c. 
" .. ~ .1 
/0.88" ltfl .38" _ /.36" 
/1~11> 3.59" 
(; rudder 
hinge 
.tt. Hinqe £5 % c 
\ E:le von 
, 
Flap hinge 
:u:==~- -/.83/1 
25% c airplane 
----.62 
'-F73~ / r£ Rudder hinge 
" 
" Thrust line ~ 
(i ) Model 9. (j) Model 10 . 
F igure 1.- Continued. 
\Jl 
o 
s; 
(") 
:x> 
~ 
t-' 
\Jl 
~ 
f\) 
\0 
f---/ 2.1 j" 
l44 /1 1- c. ----~-\ 
-~4.soI8~-
2°incidence----. --i ,;-1.22./1 
i rudder hinge 
I " 20.61" -- I 
(k) Model 11. 
olleron hinge 
80% C. 
r-- 2904 " "I I ~fO' ~ y' 1~ - -r 
4.5 0 at 25 %C~ --J 4.72"1--
/.77" 
FUs. ref. line 
-' hinge It- rudver ~ 
't:: ~ 
(I) Model 12. 
Figure 1.- Concluded. 
~ (') 
~ 
~ 
t-' 
\Jl 
o 
t-' 
f\) 
\0 
\Jl 
f--' 
j 

Figure 2 .- Photograph of model 2 spinning in the Langley 20-foot free-
spinning tunnel. 
~ 
o 
:>:> 
~ 
t:-< 
\Jl 
o 
t:-< 
I\) 
\0 
\Jl 
W 

NACA RM L50L29 
o 
o -40 
Iy-IZ 
mb 2 
55 
-80 -/20 -/60 -200 -240 -280 X/o- 4 
Relafive mass dt'sfribullon 
--;ncr~a.sed along 117~ wings 
( a ) ModelL 
Figure 3.- Ma ss par ameters for loadings t e ste d on models. (Loadings found 
in table II . ) 
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Q 350 
~ x/o-1 
V) 
~ 
~ 300 \j 
,C:: 
...... 
~ 
, ~ QJ 
"1-- c:h 2 50 1"--,I'- -,jL-----,.I~__,IL-:¥___,j<:~_,IL___,l~__jL____4..: 
~~ 
'\::: 10 
'I-.. It) 
,'-1 ~ i3 2 DO ~~__,IL---,lL-___,lL--__,lL______.,f'------__jL_~'------_iL_____,lt-¥_~ 
~ 
~~ 
~ 
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, ~ ~ 
~ d 
~ /ao~~--~--+-~~~--~--~~~~--~--~~~~~ 
~ 
50 
o 
o -50 
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mb 2 
-100 -/50 -2m -250 -300 
Reia- five /nO-ss d/s fnh u I/o/) 
/ncrea-sed a/o/}9 f he win95 
(b ) Model 2 . 
Figure 3.- Continued . 
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Relafive moss disTribuTion 
increased %nq /he WI/7qs 
( c ) Model 3 . 
Figure 3.- Continued. 
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V) ~2-40 
\I) 
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""- It! ~ 
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rnb 2 i ncreosed %nq fhe w inqs .. 
(d) Model 4 . 
Figure 3 .- Continued. 
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- /00 
ly-IZ 
mb2 
-200 -300 
R e/aTI Ve ma5S dl t nbutlon 
Increased alon g the Wings 
(e) Model 5. 
Figure 3 .- Continued 
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------ ---- j 
60 NACA RM 150129 
Rela/ive moss dlsfriovfio/) 
increosed %nq the. Wlllqs -
(f) Model 6. 
Figure 3 .- Continued. 
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Figur e 3.- Continued. 
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(h) Model 8 . 
Figure 3· - Continued . 
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~ 800~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Relalive ma.s.s dis I/'/bution 
increased along Ille wing.s 
(i) Model 9 . 
Figure 3 .- Continued. 
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(j ) Model 10 . 
Figure 3.- Continued. 
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Figure 3 .- Continued. 
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(2) Model 12. 
Fi gure 3.- Concluded. 
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Model i l'vfode/ 2 
Riqhf elevot? 
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Figure 4.- Combination elevator-aileron (elevon) deflections for the models 
tested. 
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